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Wilder wins in SGA's mock election 
By Joe Kornik 
staff writer 
JMU students want Democratic 
candidate L. Douglas Wilder for 
Virginia's governor, and they don't 
want a plus/minus grading system, 
according to the results of a Student 
Government Association mock 
election held Tuesday. 
In the race for governor, current Lt. 
Gov. Wilder received 434, or 55 
percent, of the votes. Republican J. 
Marshall Coleman received 311, or 39 
percent, of the votes. 
Six percent of the voters abstained 
from voting on the gubernatorial race. 
Seventy-eight percent, or 614, of the 
students who responded to the 
plus/minus grading system question 
voted against the proposal. The 
remaining 22 percent, or 175 students, 
voted in favor of establishing the 
grading system at JMU. 
About 800 students voted in the 
mock election. Alex Gordon, SGA 
legislative vice president, said, "I was 
thrilled that many people [came) out to 
vote. I think it looks really good for 
the JMU students. It shows that they 
arc interested in politics." 
The voter turnout was marginally 
less than the turnout for 1988's 
presidential mock election, in which 
1,003  students voted. But it was 
Campus mock elections 
The Student Government Association held a mock election October 31. 
Who should be the next Should there be a plus/minus 
Virginia governor? grading system? 
Wilder Coleman 78% 
0% 




(434 votes) (311 votes) 
• Who should be the next lieutenant governor? 
Beyer 44% (351 votes) Dalton 45% (358 votes) 
• Who should be the next attorney general? 
Terry 55% (432 votes) Benedetti 36% (283 votes) 
Not all students voted in each category. 
Stall graphic by ELLEN STERN 
considerably more than the 103 voters 
who came out to vote in the mock 
presidential primary in 1988. 
In  Tuesday's  mock  election   for 
lieutenant governor, Republican Eddy 
Dalton  won  a  close  victory  over 
Democrat Don Beyer with 358, or 45 
percent, of the votes. Beyer received 
351, or 44 percent, of the votes. 
Eleven   percent   of   the   voters 
abstained from voting in that race. 
In the race for attorney general. 
Democrat Mary Sue Terry captured 
See ELECTION page 2> 
Student opposition delays plus/minus decision 
JThe plus/minus scale 
A 4.0 C        2.0 
A- 3.67 C-       1.67 
B+ 3.33 D+      1.33 
B 3.0 D        1.0 
1 B- 2.67 F        0 
C+ 2.33 
By Laura Hutchison 
staff writer 
In response to overwhelming student opposition to 
a proposed plus/minus grading system, JMU's 
associate vice president of academic affairs said the 
university council will table the proposal at today's 
meeting. 
Dr. David Zimmerman said the proposal will be 
returned to an ad hoc committee on plus/minus 
grading for more work. 
Surveys by the Student Government Association 
and JMU's Inter-hall Council show that students 
overwhelmingly disagree with the proposal. In the 
SGA survey, fewer than 10 of about 200 students 
who returned the survey were in favor of the grading 
system, said Christy Counts, who organized the 
survey. i 
Only 25 of the 556 students polled by the IHC were 
in favor of the plus/minus grading system. 
Many students oppose the system because faculty 
members can choose if they want to use it or not. 
This would make it possible for two students taking 
the same class with different faculty members to get 
the same numerical grade, but different letter grades. 
Other students were concerned because the new 
system would force some students who receive a C- 
in'a required class within their major or minor to 
repeat the class, since lhat grade would not give the 
student the minimum grade required in courses taken 
for a major or minor. 
But not all majors at JMU require a C- in all 
required classes. Some simply require a C- average. 
See PLUS/MINUS page 2> 
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Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
Donna Barber, a teacher in JMU's Young Children's Program, 
takes her class for a walk around campus on Halloween. 
Election 
► (Continued from page 1) 
432, or 55 percent, of the votes. 
Republican Joseph Bencdetti received 
283, or 36 percent, of the votes. 
Terry currently is Virginia's attorney 
general. 
Nine percent of the votes abstained 
from voting in that race. 
JMU students had mixed reactions 
about the two candidates for governor. 
Freshman Scott Surovell, who voted 
for Wilder, said, "I believe Wilder has a 
firmer grasp on the issues that affect 
Virginians. I think Marshall Coleman 
would be a step backward for Virginia. 
He has no concept of modem Virginia 
needs." 
Freshman Jamie Baskerville, a 
Coleman supporter, said, "I voted for 
Coleman because Doug Wilder is too 
liberal on most issues, especially on 
abortion and crime." 
On the campus issue, most students 
agreed that they did not want a 
plus/minus grading system. 
"I feel it's unnecessary," said Laura 
Brown, a freshman. "I don't really see 
anything wrong with the grading 
system we have now. It will probably 
cause more confusion and harm than 
good." 
Surovell, however, supports 
implementing a plus/minus grading 
system. "I think it would more 
accurately depict the grades you are 
actually achieving here at JMU," he 
said. 
Tuesday's ballot also asked how 
much money the students would be 
willing to pay in user's fees for a 
campus parking deck. 
As of Wednesday afternoon, the 
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Plus/minus — 
> (Continued from page 1) 
Other concerns included the following: 
• students and faculty could have 
more arguments over borderline grades 
• implementing the system could 
put too much emphasis on grades and 
not enough on education 
• students would choose professors 
based upon whether or not they use the 
plus/minus system 
• an A+ is not included in the 
system 
• overall GPAs could drop 
• lower GPAs could make it more 
difficult to get into graduate schools 
• lower GPAs could make it more 
difficult to get jobs 
Under the proposed policy, a B still 
would be worth three quality points, 
but a B+ would be worth 3.33 points, 
and a B- would be worth 2.67 points. 
Faculty members still would be able 
to choose their own grading scales to 
determine which percentages would 
earn which letter grades. 
Since a D is the minimum passing 
grade at JMU, students could not cam a 
grade of D- or F+. 
The system was brought before the 
University Council in April 1989 and 
was tabled so it could be reviewed by 
an ad hoc committee appointed by Dr. 
Russell Warren, vice president for 
academic affairs. 
This committee consists of one 
administrator, two faculty members 
and three students. Zimmerman chairs 
the committee. 
After the proposal was reviewed by 
the ad hoc committee, the committee 
decided to return it to the University 
Council. The grading system was to be 
voted on this afternoon. 
But strong student opposition has 
caused the proposal to be tabled once 
again for further review by the ad hoc 
committee. 
Despite the student opposition, 
Zimmerman said, he stands behind the 
proposal. 
"The primary reason I see for 
implementing something like the 
plus/minus system is the fact that it is 
inherently more fair," he said. "It docs 
reward those students that try just a 
little harder." 
Grades given under the plus/minus 
system would be a more accurate 
reflection of students' work, 
Zimmerman said. 
Students included suggestions to 
improve the system on the SGA and 
IHC surveys. 
One of the most-often mentioned 
suggestions was to make the system 
mandatory — if not for all faculty 
members, then within individual 
departments. 
Tara Hubbard, IHC chairwoman, 
said, "I don't see how they can make a 
system where it would be arbitrary to 
give grades. Now there are professors 
who use five-, seven- and 10-point 
scales. The system is arbitrary enough 
as it is without putting extra 
constraints where one student could get 
credit for a class and another student 
may not." 
However, Zimmerman said, "We 
wouldn't want to dictate to the faculty 
that they had to grade in a certain 
manner. That's a privilege that all 
faculty possess and should possess. 
There would not be an attempt to 
apply it to all faculty across the entire 
campus." 
Other students wanted a grandfather 
clause, so the proposal only would 
affect future JMU students. 
Zimmerman said, "It would be very 
difficult to separate particular classes. 
Faculty, of course, would not know 
who is a junior, who is a senior, who 
is a freshman. It would be rather 
difficult to apply it in that manner." 
However, Zimmerman said the 
committee would be looking at the 
possibility of adding an A+ to the 
scale. 
Margie Corbin, a junior, said, "The 
biggest problem I have with the 
system is that I don't see a need for it. 
I don't think it is in the best interest of 
the students here now." 
But sophomore John Pagels 
advocates adopting the system. "I don't 
think it will hurt the university as a 
whole. Most A students will remain A 
students. What's wrong with making it 
a little harder to get an A?" 
Zimmerman said, "I think that if you 
look at it as a complete grading 
system, the fact [is] that it does give 
students an equal opportunity to get 
that extra three-tenths of a point by 
working just a little harder — to me 
it's simply a way of rewarding that 
extra effort." 
The students fighting against the 
implementation of plus/minus grading 
are pleased with the student 
involvement thus far and look at the 
tabling of the proposal as a minor 
victory. 
Counts said, "Students really went 
all-out to have their opinions heard. I 
think the administration wanted to give 
us time to get our data together before 
they made any decisions. I think the 
tabling is kind of a victory for us. At 
least we are being heard." 
Hubbard said, "This should be 
something that every student is aware 
of. It will affect the rest of their lives. 
Everyone should be involved. I think 
it's important for the administration to 
see how we feel, and I think it's 
important for the students to see how 
the administration reacts." 
Zimmerman said the proposal will 
go back to committee and probably 
will not be voted on until the Jan. 25 
meeting of the University Council. 
"I think this will be sufficient time 
for all parties to obtain feedback," he 
said. 
NEWS 
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Faces in the Race 
Wilder and Coleman confront the issues for '89 
By David Schleck 
staff writer 
Democratic gubernatorial nominee 
and current Lieutenant Governor L. 
Douglas Wilder wants to increase state 
funding of higher education, but does 
not want an arbitrary limit on 
out-of-state students in Virginia 
schools. 
Wilder wants to give more money to 
student-aid programs such as tuition 
assistance grants. In his "Agenda for 
Virginia Education," he advocated the 
formation of a program that would use 
public and private funding to guarantee 
full college scholarships to certain 
students. To qualify, high school 
students would have to stay in school, 
make passing grades, not use drugs and 
not become pregnant while in school. 
Teachers' pay 
According to Wilder's education 
agenda, Virginia's teachers "will be 
paid professional salaries exceeding the 
national average of teacher salaries." 
An increase in teacher income. Wilder 
believes, would bring an increasing 
number of talented students into the 
profession. 
His opponent. Republican candidate 
J. Marshall Coleman, does not support 
across-the-board salary increases for 
teachers and faculty, but supports a 
merit-pay system that would increase 
the salaries of outstanding teachers. 
Dr. John Wood, chairman of the 
Harrisonburg Democratic Committee 
and a JMU history professor, said, 
"People in the educational community 
know that they can rely on Wilder." 
Crime and punishment 
Wilder advocates using the death 
penalty, but he also believes in 
alternatives to prison for nonviolent 
offenders. He wants to require 
criminals convicted of capital offenses 
to serve life sentences without parole. 
Coleman also favors the death 
penalty. 
Drugs 
Wilder plans to submit legislation 
authorizing the death penalty for drug 
kingpins and delaying the parole date 
for criminals convicted of drug-related 
offenses. He also wants to develop a 
wider use of drug education programs 
in state schools. Coleman also 
supports the death penalty for drug 
kingpins and and drug education 
programs in slate schools. 
Abortion 
Wilder is in favor of a pro-choice 
stand on abortion. Wood said he "sees 
The Daily News-Record 
it as an agonizing private decision that 
should be made by the woman 
involved." 
Coleman favors legislation that 
would restrict abortion except in cases 
of rape or incest 
Background 
If Wilder is elected, he will become 
the first elected black governor in 
United States history. Wilder has 
refused, however, to use black activism 
in his campaign. 
Wilder repeatedly has said that he is 
running as a Virginian representing all 
the people. 
Although some of Wilder's 
opponents have charged that his 
administration would appoint mostly  a 
black leaders to cabinet posts. Wood 
said it is "ridiculous" to assume that 
File photo 
By Lisa Crabbs 
staff writer  
Republican gubernatorial nominee J. 
Marshall Coleman wants to limit the 
number of out-of-state students in 
Virginia colleges and universities and 
renew interest in vocational education. 
Coleman's plan to limit out-of-state 
students would let schools accept 
qualified Virginia students over 
out-of-state students, Coleman said in 
a campaign brochure, thereby 
guaranteeing that every Virginia 
student with the ability and desire to 
go to college will have the chance to 
do so. 
"He favors setting tuition rates for 
out-of-state students high enough to 
cover the actual costs," said Richard 
Claybrook, a coordinator for 
Coleman's Harrisonburg campaign. 
Wilder will stack the executive branch 
with minorities. 
Wood described such assumptions as 
"an undercurrent known as the "nigger 
issue.'" 
"There is no such agenda" to fill the 
cabinet with unqualified people of any 
race. Wood said. 
See WILDER page 4> 
"It basically allows the parents to 
pay for their child's education in 
advance," Claybrook said. 
His opponent, Democratic 
gubernatorial nominee and current 
Lieutenant Governor L. Douglas 
Wilder, does not support a limit on 
out-of-state students. 
Paying lor school 
Coleman also supports a state 
educational trust fund, which would 
cover the full tuition cost of a 
state-supported university for students 
whose parents deposit money into the 
fund. The trust fund is a major part of 
his "Educating Virginians for Life" 
platform, which includes his stand on 
educational issues. 
And Coleman wants to turn 
Virginia's community colleges into 
economic development centers, said 
Blainc Grim, also coordinator for 
Coleman's Harrisonburg campaign. 
"He wants to use our system of 
community colleges to fill jobs in 
recruiting areas." 
Communities and education 
Greater parental involvement in the 
school system also is one of 
Coleman's priorities, Claybrook said. 
Coleman favors tuition tax credits, 
magnet schools and leaching at home. 
In his education packet, Coleman 
said localities should have die option 
of choosing school board members 
through popular election. "This would 
get local communities and parents 
involved in cducauon," he said. 
But Coleman does want 
state-mandated Family Life Education. 
"He is not opposed to sex education, 
but he wants parents and local schools 
to decide the curriculum," Grim said. 
Teachers' pay 
Coleman also supports merit pay for 
high school and college or university 
faculty. "Outstanding teachers deserve 
rewards with financial incentives," he 
said in the packet 
"Raising teacher salaries will attract 
the best-qualified instructors to the 
teaching profession," he said in a 
brochure. "We should expand our 
scholarship and loan incentive program 
for those who become teachers in 
Virginia's schools." 
However, he docs not support an 
across-the-board pay increase for 
teachers, as Wilder docs. 
Drugs 
Coleman's stand on education 
extends to fighting drugs. Drug 
education should be part of Virginia's 
school systems, he said in a brochure. 
He also supports mandatory 
sentencing for all drug dealers, and stiff 
fines with removal of driver's licenses 
for drug users. 
Wilder also supports the death 
penalty for drug kingpins, and he 
advocates drug education in schools. 
See COLEMAN page 4> 
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SGA debates behind closed doors  <*BM2 
^ 
By Kiran Krishnamurthy 
SGA reporter  
The Student Government 
Association deliberated in executive 
session for over an hour during 
Tuesday's meeting, closing its doors to 
the general public and later refusing to 
release any information about the 
session. 
Afterward, senators and student 
representatives tangled over 
parliamentary procedures and the right 
to speak during the SGA's regular 
meeting. 
Bills of action were raised, but were 
defeated during the executive session. 
Legislative Vice President Alex 
Gordon said after the meeting. 
A Virginia state statute permits the 
SGA to meet in private when 
discussing certain issues, SGA 
President Tracy Humphrey said. 
Humphrey said the SGA enters 
executive session only when 
discussing the integrity of individual 
SGA members or matters of personnel. 
They must vote in regular meeting 
to go into executive session, as they 
did Tuesday. 
Such matters are not "necessarily 
going to be beneficial for the students 
to know," she said. 
"It's not like we're discussing a bill, 
or parking or money," she said. "Some 
things need to be handled internally.'" 
An executive session involves SGA 
officers, senators and student 
representatives who are familiar with 
the issue. 
During the regular meeting, Swcn 
Johnson, a student representative and a 
member of the internal affairs 
committee, said he had more 
information about an issue discussed 
during the executive session. 
He asked Commuter Senator Tracy 
Selph to introduce a motion to 
reconsider a defeated action on the 
matter. 
Johnson said he requested the motion 
"In light of direct evidence that I am 
ready to reveal." 
But, Gordon said, Selph could not 
make the motion because she did not 
vote with the majority on the action, 
and rules of order state that only a 
person who votes with the majority on 
a decision can call for a bill of 
reconsideration. 
Johnson said he did not get a chance 
to reveal the evidence during executive 
session "because I didn't cet a chance 
to speak because of your stupid 
parliamentary procedure." 
Gordon told Johnson he was out of 
order, and Johnson replied, "I know I'm 
out of order." 
Internal Affairs Chairman Jason 
Mclntosh proposed a motion 
requesting that Johnson be forced to 
leave the meeting. The motion was 
approved by the majority of the SGA. 
Yolanda Leon, chairwoman of the 
SGA's public relations committee, 
said, "I don't understand how we, as an 
SGA, are supposed to promote a 
positive image if this is going on." 
Gordon cut Leon's comments short, 
warning her that matters discussed 
during executive session arc not open 
to public discussion. 
Following Leon's remarks, Mclntosh 
said, "No senator is trying to push 
anyone out of any position. 
"How are we trying to bring down a 
body, when all we're asking the body 
to do is to check into . . .," Mclntosh 
said before he was also cut short by 
Gordon. 
Earlier this year, the SGA moved 
into executive session to debate and 
vote on the election of SGA 
chairperson pro temporc. 
► (Continued from page 3) 
Abortion 
"Coleman is opposed to abortion in 
all situations, except when the life of 
the mother is in danger, cases of rape 
and cases of incest," Grim said. "He 
opposes the use of tax funds for 
abortions, tod?1 
Background 
Coleman was born in Staunton in 
1942. He graduated from Waynesboro 
High School and the University of 
Virginia. He has served in the U.S. 
Marines and in Vietnam. 
He was Virginia's attorney general 
from 1978 to 1982, was a member of 
the state senate from 1976 to 1977, 
and was a member of the House of 
Delegates from 1972 to 1976. 
Wilder  
' p- (Continued from page 3) 
Wilder went to Richmond public 
schools and graduated from the Howard 
University School of Law. 
He became the first black state 
senator in 1969, and became the 
highest-ranking black elected state 
official as Lieutenant Governor in 
1985. 
By Martin Romjue 
police reporter 
I 
Campus police reported the 
following incidents this week: 
Unauthorized   Entry 
• An unidentified male awoke two 
female residents when he broke into 
their room in Hoffman Hall at 1:30 
a.m. Oct. 28. 
Police said the suspect allegedly 
told the residents, "You should 
have locked the door." He then left 
the room. 
The residents said their door was 
locked. 
The    suspect    is    a    black, 
college-age male, about 6'2" tall. 
Felonious   Assault 
• A male student claims he was 
reportedly jumped outside of 
Wayland Hall by a gang of 10 
student-age males at 8:20 p.m. 
Oct. 30. 
Police said the victim allegedly 
sustained a minor cut from a bladed 
weapon. 
According to reports, the assault 
occurred as a result of an alleged 
earlier dispute in Valley Mall where 
four white males insulted the 
victim's female companion. 
Grand   Larceny 
• An unknown person stole a 
Diamondback brand mountain bike 
that was parked along the south 
side of Harrison Hall between 10 
p.m. Oct. 29 and 12 a.m. Oct. 30. 
Value: $725. 
The gray bike has 18 speeds. 
Model: ASSENT-EX. Serial number: 
88F3972. 
• Jewelry valued at $600 and an 
answering machine were stolen 
from a resident's room in Hoffman 
Hall between 6:30 a.m. Oct. 28 and 
6 p.m. Oct. 29. 
Police said a door to a shared 
bathroom was left unlocked. 
Petty   Larceny 
• An unknown person stole 13 
compact discs from a resident's 
room in Gilford Hall between 10 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. Oct. 21. Value: $176. 
The stolen CD titles include: 
"Rattle and Hum" and "The Joshua 
Tree" by U2, "Shaboo Shabah" and 
"Kick" by INXS, "The Wishing Chair" 
and "In My Tribe" by 10,000 
Maniacs, and seven Joe Jackson 
live discs. 
• Someone removed the letters "J" 
"M" and "U" from a university-owned 
sign in the Village area along East 
Duke Drive sometime Oct. 24. 
Value: $150. 
• Parts from a black Peugot 
10-speed bicycle were stolen from 
the Sigma Pi fraternity house 
between 2 a.m. and 7 a.m. Oct. 26 
Driving  Under the Influence 
• Non-student James G. Brown, 
23, of Bergton. Brown was arrested 
at the corner of South Main Street 
and Madison Drive at 1:35 a.m. Oct. 
28. 
Police said Brown also was 
charged with refusal to take blood 
and breath tests. 
Drug   Possession 
• Police arrested and charged a 
non-student with possession of 
marijuana and being drunk in public 
at 1:35 a.m. Oct. 28. 
Gregory M. Turner, 24, of 
Timberville, was a passenger in a 
car driven by James G. Brown, 23, 
of Bergton, who was arrested for 
driving under the influence. 
Vandalism 
• An unknown person stole a stop 
sign warning marker and threw it 
into the creek near the Godwin bus 
stop at 2:50 a.m. Nov. 1. 
The marker was a sawhorse 
barricade with a blinking light 
designed to warn motorists of a new 
stop sign along the westbound lane 
of Bluestone Drive in front of the 
Percy H. Warren Campus Center. 
Police said an officer injured his 
back while attempting to pull the 
marker out of the creek. 
The officer also recovered an 
unidentified softball trophy from the 
creek. 
• A student reported that someone 
bent the windshield wipers on his 
car parked in Y-lot at 10:45 a.m. 
Oct. 25. Value: $6. 
According to campus police, the 
student said he had argued with 
another motorist over a parking 
space before the incident occurred. 
He claimed the motorist bent his 
windshield wipers after he left the 
scene. 
• An unknown person scratched 
the side of a car parked in M-lot 
Oct. 24. 
Campus police did not arrest any 
JMU students for being drunk in 
public. Total DIP arrests for 
1989-90 school year 56 
Harrisonburg city police reported 
the following incidents: 
Petty   Larceny 
• Police arrested student Rudy 
Jackson Jr.. 23, of Arlington, on 
Oct. 30 after he allegedly stole 
gasoline from the Red Apple Market 
& Deli at 710 Port Republic Road. 
The incident allegedly occurred at 
4:45 p.m. Oct. 26. 
Police said Jackson filled his tank 
and drove off. The gas was valued 
at $6.50. 
Assault 
• Student Russell D. Cox, 21, of 
Quinton, was arrested Oct. 26 after 
he allegedly mailed several 
threatening letters to an 
ex-girlfriend. 
The victim turned the letters in to 
police early last week. A police 
investigation traced the letters to 
Cox. 
• Police arrested student Bradley 
A. Bartholow, 22, of McLean, after 
he allegedly assaulted a police 
officer during the early morning 
hours of Oct. 28. 
At the time of the incident, the 
police officer was arresting 
Bartholow for being drunk in public. 
The officer did not sustain any 
injuries, police said. 
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Health, stress worry students 
By Betty J. Blalr 
Gannett News Service 
Stephanie Laf font frowns as she pushes back her 
long, dark hair. Attractive. Confident. In control — 
seemingly. But she rattles off a sizable list of the 
concerns threatening her health, a list that is typical 
of those college students face. 
"I've been offered drugs, such as marijuana, coke 
and acid here on occasion, and I have tried a lot of 
drugs once or twice, but haven't used any in the past 
two years," she said. 
"I saw lots of people get drunk last year when I 
lived in a dormitory." 
These aren't the only issues confronting the 
18-year-old sophomore who is awaiting a 
gynecological check-up at the University of Michigan > 
University Health Service in Ann Arbor, Mich. "I'm 
stressed out," she said, describing at a fast clip her 
struggle to maintain an almost straight-A average, a 
full course load and a 14-hour-a-week job. 
"When you are 18 or. 
19 years old, you feel 
invulnerable, and that 
life will be forever." 
— Dr. Caesar Briefer 
A native of Nice, France, Laf font is one of about 
18,000 to 19,000 students — 50 to 60 percent of 
University of Michigan's student population — who 
bring these concerns to the health service daily. 
Sex-based disease and stress are among students' 
biggest fears. 
Some of the problems Laf font pinpoints are unique 
to the nation's current crop of 12.6 million college 
students. Others have been campus health issues for 
generations: Mononucleosis. Lack of sleep. Problems 
with time management. Problems with weight 
management. Anxieties stemming from low grades. 
Anxieties over not having a date for that all-important 
event. 
Upper respiratory infections are still the chief 
complaint at University of Michigan Health Service 
and many other colleges and universities. But injuries 
also bring many students to the clinic. 
Whatever students' health problems of the moment. 
the tougher concerns loom large in their minds 
almost daily. AIDS is an ever-present fear, and, 
despite the hype about the disease, college students 
still have questions. 
Recent research by the American College Health 
Association and the Centers for Disease Control 
dramatized the need for AIDS education on campus. 
In the study, which examined 16,861 student blood 
samples from 19 campuses nationwide, about two 
students per 1,000 tested positive for HIV, meaning 
they have the AIDS virus in their bodies and are 
susceptible to a full-blown case of the disease. 
"We consider HIV infection, human papilloma 
virus [which causes genital warts], alcohol and drug 
abuse to be among the big issues on college 
campuses today," said Steve Blom, executive director 
of the American College Health Association. 
Drug abuse is another subject of campus surveys. 
Last year, the University of Michigan Institute for 
Social Research conducted a study of 1,200 American 
college students for the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse. The research revealed their use of alcohol and 
other drugs during a 12-month period: 
• Alcohol: 89.6 percent of students surveyed. 
• Marijuana: 34.6 percent. 
• Cocaine: 10 percent. 
•Crack: 1.4 percent 
Drug abuse, AIDS, STDs, stress . . . Ironically, 
too many students view this list of hazards with 
nonchalance. 
"When you are 18 or 19 years old, you feel 
invulnerable, and that life will be forever," said Dr. 
Caesar Briefer, director of the University of Michigan 
University Health Service. Briefer said it's difficult to 
have an effect on this kind of thinking. As a result. 
University of Michigan has taken a pro-active 
position, going out on campus and teaching students 
about the risks. 
Still, other students are neither nonchalant nor 
worried: They simply believe they have their lifestyle 
under control. 
"I'm healthy, avoid junk food, have no stress yet, 
and I'm always comfortable in a strange 
environment," said 18-year-old Chris Palmer. 
However, he does feel the effects of a broken 
collarbone, damaged during a session of friendly 
roughhousing three weeks before. Although he's 
feeling serene at the moment, he realizes his calmness 
may only be temporary. 
"I'm only a freshman," he said. "So this may 
change." 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
New book is out 
to help students 
cope with stress 
By Betty J. Blalr 
Gannett News Service 
If you're in college, try cracking a new book to 
help you stay well. 
"Campus Health Guide" (College Board, 
$14.95) by Dr. Carol L. Otis and Roger 
Goldingay, is clearly and simply written and filled 
With valuable information for new and seasoned 
college students. 
It's also decidedly layman-style, in contrast to 
most books on college health. 
An important plus: the book is nonjudgmental. 
It merely gives students information on how to 
stay healthy, then allows them to make their own 
decisions. 
"The health of college students is basically 
good, but they are ignorant about many risk 
factors," said Otis, an internist and staff physician 
at the student health service of the University of 
California-Los Angeles. Goldingay, her husband, 
specializes in writing about medical and sports 
.topics. 
— REVIEW — 
Questions posed in the book are based on those 
UCLA students ask most often. Subjects covered 
include nutrition, exercise, allergies, headaches, 
warts, dentistry, sexual health, emotional 
well-being, eating disorders, alcohol and other 
drugs, and environmental hazards. 
"College students need to know how to take care 
of themselves and when to seek medical care," 
Otis said. "They have gone from being taken care 
of to becoming independent" 
Goldingay said, "Many students worry more 
about their health than they need to. They get 
pimples and think they may have cancer. They get 
the flu and conclude they have AIDS. We hope 
our book will encourage them to get medical help 
more quickly." 
Otis' and Goldingay's parting counsel to 
students is: "Love, drink alcohol, and party — 
carefully." 
"Campus Health Guide" is available in book 
stores or by sending $14.95 to College Board 
Publications, Department M53, Box 886, New 
York, NY 10101-0886. 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/ Apple College 
Information Network 
Alleged college price-fixing scam being investigated 
By A. M. Jamison 
Gannett News Service 
The Justice Department is in the 
fourth month of its investigation of 
U.S. colleges and universities for 
alleged violations of the Sherman 
Antitrust Act of 1890. 
Since July, the department has been 
requesting information to determine 
whether these institutions have been 
involved in a form of price fixing by 
setting tuition, fees and financial aid at 
similar levels. 
"The department is continuing to 
gather information from the schools," 
said Amy Brown, spokeswoman for 
the Justice Department. Brown would 
not give the specific number of 
schools that are being probed, but a 
Sept. 14 story in The New York 
Times said about 30 schools were 
being investigated. 
The Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 
prohibits price fixing. The act also 
forbids other agreements or 
understandings among business firms 
to control the price or supply of a 
product or service. 
Brown offered no timetable as to 
when the investigation would be 
completed. 
Many of the institutions under 
investigation are eastern Ivy League 
schools. Initially, the department 
contacted such schools as Wesleyan, 
Connecticut, Trinity, Harvard, Tufts,' 
Williams, Bates, Bowdoin and Colby. 
The investigation now includes the 
University of Chicago, the University 
of Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr, 
Wellesley, Brown and Princeton. 
The schools' spokespersons have said 
that they have been contacted by the 
Justice Department and are 
cooperating. 
Copyrighf 1989, USA TODAY/ Apple 
College Information Network   - - 
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2185 S. MAIN ST , HARRISONBURG, VA. 
Get Ready for Homecoming!! 
'HAVE YOU GOT YOUR GOLD CARD?" 
Get 10% Off on Cut Flowers      On Campus Delivery 
FRESH CUT ARRANGEMENTS • PLANTS • CORSAGES &] 
BOUTONNIERES - REASONABLY PRICED! 
Accepting all major credit cards. 433 -7789 
FIRST CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
315 SOUTH DOGWOOD DRIVE 
(located next to the Westover City Park) 
434-8288 
Church School - - 9:30am 
Worship - - 10:30am 
Dr. J.D. Glick 
pastor 
Call if you want a ride. 
4poH?ORZP 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6 at 8:00 pm in J Maddies 
MR. & MS. ANCHORSPLASH 
Hosted by Lefty Driesell 
Cost: $1.00 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10 at 10:00 pm in IN 
ANCHORSPLASH BASH 
Music by "EVERYTHING" 
Cost: $2.00 advance/$3.00 at door 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12 at 5:00 pm in Godwin 
ANCHORSPLASH SWIM MEET 
No Charge 
u at our 
in theJ^^K^^ 
of 25.00 or more 
of Esprit, you receive an 
Esprit 
Tnd with a purchase or ^      ^ t.shlrt 
don't miss this 
Leggett ol Valley Mall. Phone 434 4477 Open Monday Saturday 10 'til 9. 
Use your Leggett charge. MasterCard. VISA or American Express. 
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EDITORIAL 
Homecoming passes by alumni 
If you were in D hall Monday evening, you couldn't 
help but notice the doo-wop sounds of REGENCY blaring 
from Line 4. But what you may not have known is that the 
group Food Services lined up for an apparent one-night 
stint was really the first attraction in a week-long parade 
of Homecoming events. 
Designed to include more students in the traditionally 
alumni-centered affair, this week's Homecoming, judging 
by the university brochure listing the events and the fact 
that most alumni won't arrive until Friday night, does 
make an effort to keep students from feeling left out. 
"Don't let it pass you by!" the brochure exclaims, and with 
comedians, movies, a parade and stadium events (pep 
rally, games, etc.), it would, like REGENCY, be hard to 
miss if you tried. 
However, concern has arisen that the increase of student 
Homecoming events has precipitated a decrease in the 
university's offerings for alumni. And besides a 
conspicuous lack of some departmental receptions, nearly 
all of the remaining events carry an admission charge. 
but it will be up to alumni to determine their value. 
The real test of this year's Homecoming success will be 
whether alumni abide by the university's decision to keep 
people off the hill during Saturday's football game, and if 
not, how well the university will enforce the new measure. 
While we support the decision and believe it will reduce 
the amount of public drunkenness and increase real support 
of the Dukes by forcing people who want to watch the 
game to pay $10 and watch it inside the stadium, it points 
up a trend in such entertainment — no freebics. 
This week, JMU will adhere to the tenet underlying its 
operations year-round: You gel what you pay for. While 
that policy is sound in itself, it must be remembered that 
the reason alumni return in the first place is to meet with 
old classmates, reminisce, and note the changes in JMU 
since they graduated. It's an escape from the work world, a 
time for them to "come home" to truly open arms. 
Keeping alumni off the hill is a good idea, but a bad 
precedent if Homecoming comes to equate participation 
with payment. Students have Parents' Weekend; let alumni 
JMU has planned an admirably large selection of events, have more of their own weekend free of charge. 
Cast vote of confidence on own 
For once, we here at The Breeze are not going to 
give you our opinion on an issue: Even though Election 
Day is just five days away, we're not going to tell you 
who to vote for. 
We think, and hope, that you've already made up 
your minds, seeing as how you've — hopefully — been 
tuned into the whys and wherefores of the campaign 
since before the nominations were in. So, anything we 
tell you isn't going to make a difference. You've 
already signed that absentee ballot, sealed the envelope 
and mailed it. You just don't need us. 
At least, we hope not. Because, as we all know, the 
decisions that will be made by the winners of this 
election will affect most of us, whether or not we're 
about to graduate and enter that shocking Twilight 
Zone known as The Real World. 
If you haven't already, you should think about the 
issues that will effect you, as a student at a 
state-supported school. You should evaluate each 
candidate on his or her own stands on the issues, and 
you should vote accordingly. In other words, you need 
to make up your own mind. Don't make the tragic 
mistake of voting for your parents' candidates just 
because you've been hearing the same rhetoric since the 
day you grew ears. And don't make the mistake of 
forming an informal voting bloc with your totally cool 
friends. What your mom said is true — if they're trying 
to tell you what to think, your "friends'' aren't cool. 
We think we've done our job of letting you know 
what the issues are. You know that the problems, and 
the questions, and maybe even some solutions, arc out 
there. You've read the letters tp the editor on these 
pages, you've read other newspapers, and you've 
watched TV news. You're not stupid. 
So, if you can think for yourself, and you're not too 
lazy to put those thoughts into action, you're able to 
make these decisions all by your lonesome. Whether 
you know it or not, that's one of the things you — and 
Mom and Dad, maybe — were hoping for when you 
went off to college. 
Prove you're a real grown-up. Vote, and vote your 
own mind. We're counting on you. 
Coleman would make drug users 
pay for problems of 'recreation' 
To the editor: 
Attention drug users: Your time has come! The citizens 
of this country have had enough. You have caused 
enough problems, heartache and loss of life. Now it's our 
turn to make you suffer. 
I know you don't want to believe that you are the 
problem. You feel that what you do in your private lives, 
as long as it doesn't hurt anyone else, is your own 
business. 
Well, I'm going to let you in on something: There are 
people getting hurt. 
The money from your "recreation" helps finance 
dealers who have no problem selling their trash to young 
children. 
Gangs in L.A. buy automatic weapons used to gun 
down innocent people with the money you spent on your 
last "dime bag." 
Ultimately, the cash you gave to a "friend" to get you a 
gram of coke ends up in the pockets of the Colombian 
drug cartels. 
These are the same groups that have bombed public 
buildings in Bogota, murdering the occupants in order Jo 
scare others into submission. 
The next governor of Virginia, Marshall Coleman, put 
the drug problem into its proper perspective by seeing it 
as a "symptom of the erosion of traditional moral values 
and personal reponsibility in our society." 
To the non-users, I say it is time to make these people 
responsible. It is time to elect a man like Marshall 
Coleman who will make these people pay for the damage 
they've caused. 
Maybe if a few of these users lost their cars, homes and 
driver's licenses, then others would fall in line. 
If a couple of our fellow Dukes had to serve mandatory 
time in the state pen (no parole for good behavior — you 
had your chance to behave), maybe we would be able to 
walk the streets of Southeast Washington, DC without 
the fear of being gunned down. 
I have been a member of the armed forces for the past 
six years. I have found it very ironic that the only group 
that I have an honest hatred for is not the Soviets. 
Libyans or Iranians, but my fellow Americans who arc 
drug users. 
One day very soon I am going to be required to fight in 
the jungles of Columbia, against an enemy who was 
financed and supported by the same people I am swom to 
protect. 
You may not be the ones to fire the round that may kill 
me one day. but you will be the ones to make it possible. 
I am challenging the non-users to become part of the 
solution. On Nov. 7, go to the voting booth and elect 
Marshall Coleman. 
Also, if you sec or know of someone who is 
distributing or using drugs, report them to campus or 
Harrisonburg police. 
To the drug users I say — we are not going to tolerate 
you anymore. 
To tolerate you would make us responsible, too. 
Sooner or later, we are going to win. Save yourselves and 
get out of town! 
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At least add 'grandfather clause' 
to inaccurate, unjust plus/minus 
To the editor: 
Students and faculty both deserve an accurate grading 
system. Students deserve grades which precisely reflect 
their efforts while teachers deserve flexibility in 
assigning those grades. 
Unfortunately, the proposed plus/minus scheme fails 
the accuracy lest because it would be implemented in a 
flagrantly unfair and inconsistent manner. 
The proposal doesn't include a grandfather clause so it 
will affect all current freshmen, sophomores and juniors. 
This means these students will graduate with GPAs 
composed of two drastically different grading scales. 
This inconsistency will be multiplied because teachers 
have the option of not using the plus/minus scale. Thus, 
unless the proposal is defeated, some teachers will 
continue using various neutral 'scales while others 
experiment with the new scales. Most students favor a 
more accurate grading system, but such inconsistencies 
are unacceptable. The switch to another system would be 
most unfair to sophomores and juniors whose grades 
might suddenly drop because falling GPAs turn off 
potential employers and graduate schools. 
Starting a new grading system with incoming 
freshmen would be more sensible and equitable. Teachers 
who support a plus/minus system claim a grandfather 
clause complicates grading because they must apply two 
different grading scales to current students and incoming 
students, but if teachers want a new system, they, not 
today's students, should bear the burden of change. 
Whether or not GPAs fall is less important than 
whether or not the system is fair. Without a grandfather 
clause, the plus/minus proposal is extremely unjust. 
The University Council will vole today. Because 
students are greatly outnumbered on the council, we must 




Adopt consistent grading system 
before unfair plus/minus policy 
To the editor: 
I wish to express my disagreement with the comments 
made by Dr. David Zimmerman in last Thursday's edition 
of The Breeze. 
In an article discussing the proposed plus/minus 
grading system, Dr. Zimmerman said the system would 
be "a tool for differentiating between students that really 
try in class and those who show less effort." The best 
way to show why I disagree with his statement would be 
to present an example. 
Suppose that the system is implemented and I have two 
professors that choose to use it Suppose further that the 
first professor has a six-point grading scale, where 94 to 
100 is an A and the second professor has a 10-point scale 
where 90 to 100 is an A. Assume that I earn a 94 in both 
classes. In the first professor's class this would be an A- 
and in the second professor's class it would be an A. Does 
this prove that I showed less effort in the first 
professor's class than in the second professor's class? 
No. Instead it proves just how inconsistent and 
ineffective such a grading system would be. 
It is not that I am totally opposed to a plus/minus 
grading system. Instead, I am opposed to the way the 
administration is trying to implement such a policy. For 
such a system to be effective, a university-wide grading 
scale should first be installed. Then, the next step would 
be the implementation of a plus/minus system. This way 
everyone's A- would be equal and comparable. Then the 
system would differentiate among students. 
If the administration is truly concerned about the 
students' welfare, then perhaps the University Council 
should look carefully at the system's inequalities. 
To create a policy that can actually measure something 
is one thing. To create a policy for the sake of creating a 
policy should be intolerable. 
John Sherman 
junior 
hotel restaurant management 
Administration must heed voice 
of students on plus/minus issue 
To the editor: 
The proposed plus/minus grading system is scheduled 
to be voted on by the University Council today. The 
Faculty Senate has voiced its enthusiastic support for the 
system with its recommendation that it be adopted at 
JMU. Likewise, the administration, too, will have the 
opportunity to voice its wholehearted support. The only 
voices that can't be heard belong to those the policy will 
directly affect — the students! Why aren't our voices 
being heard? In simple terms, no one is asking. The 
administration is attempting to implement a policy 
without the input of the student body. We are more than 
capable of participating in the decision-making process, 
especially when it will determine our academic fates. 
We would like to take this opportunity to voice our 
displeasure with many aspects of the plus/minus grading 
system. Although the system may better represent the 
students' actual grades, the disadvantages of it heavily 
outweigh the benefits. The student population has not 
asked for such a change, primarily because we're satisfied 
with our present grading system. The plus/minus system, 
if put into effect, will lower our GPAs. With the B+/A- 
option, students rarely will receive the almost 
unattainable A. This certainly won't improve our chances 
of finding a job or getting accepted into a graduate 
school. 
Let us voice that the grades received at JMU are grades 
earned. If we strive to be a part of "The Finest 
Undergraduate Institution in the Nation," then faculty, 
administration and, most importantly, students must 
work together and share ideas to reach a common goal. In 
an appeal to fairness, let us ask that the members of the 
University Council listen to what we, the students, have 
to say. Maybe then, JMU can be populated by the Finest 
Undergraduate Students in the Nation. 
Carolyn Daughters Katie Diiv.es 
junior junior 
English/political science psychology 
• CHECKS ACCEPTED • 
Call Us! 
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31 Miller Circle 
433-3111 
22 Terri Drive 
Delivery Area Limited 
To Assure Safe Driving 
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Campus police and cadet lapses 
left students' safety up to them 
To the editor: 
How are we, as students, being protected on campus? Is 
the supposed bona fide security system and cadet service 
actually effective? 
Freshmen are especially cautioned about not walking 
around campus alone at night. Professors, RAs and 
fellow students constantly say, "Don't walk home alone. 
You don't know who will be around. Call campus police." 
On Sept. 19 a freshman called x6911 for an escort from 
the library. She was instructed "to walk to a parking lot," 
where her ride would arrive "five to 10 minutes later." Is 
that safety? She finally got a ride to Eagle from an RA. 
On Sept. 28 on Greek Row, two girls were leaving 
ZTA at about 11 p.m. One was on her way to the library 
while the other was going to visit a friend. 
At the top of the Row four cadets were shooting the 
breeze. The freshmen girls thought the cadets would be 
eager and willing to walk them where they were headed. 
Surprise! One of them asked a cadet, "Do you want 
something to do?" He replied, "Not really." The girl 
explained she needed an escort to the library. The cadet, 
with a disgusted look on his face, replied, "I guess I'll 
walk you." This response caused her to say, "Never mind, 
I'll walk alone," and she did. 
The campus police and cadet service are here for the 
students' well-being and safety. These incidents give 
reason to doubt that these jobs are being executed in the 
best way. Therefore, students have chosen the alternative 




From the editor: There is a bi-weekly meeting 
Mondays at 4:30 pm with SGA President Tracy 
Humphrey and Director of Campus Police Alan MacNutt 
for those with concerns about police, parking, safety and 
cadets. Anyone who would like to attend is encouraged to 
call Humphrey to set issues on to the agenda. 
Replace dangerous new stops 
with pedestrian crossing signs 
To the editor: 
It is my feeling that the new stop signs placed near 
Vamer House and near the Union will cause more 
accidents than they will prevent. I have watched many 
motorists speed through them without realizing it, while 
pedestrians stand ready to step into the road because they 
assume that the motorists automatically will stop. 
Sources say that the new signs were an administrative 
decision. I hope that the administration will come out 
and watch the danger created by these new signs. 
The only publication to announce the new stops was 
the Oct. 19 JMU News, which is not read by nearly as 
many students as is The Breeze. In the article, Suzanne 
Straub, assistant vice president for administrative 
services, said, 'The traffic controls have become 
necessary because of the increase of both pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic on campus in recent years." She also 
said, "Duke's Drive will be permanently closed in 
mid-November." Straub said closing Duke's Drive was 
"the result of several accidents in recent years" because 
"high traffic volumes create a hazardous situation." 
With the closing of that road, all traffic will be 
concentrated on Bluestone Drive. Some people will 
inevitably get their rear bumpers rearranged because the 
sign in front of the union is on a hill. When winter 
comes, the hill will get icy. Cars may slide down the 
hill, possibly injuring someone in another car, or a 
pedestrian. I was told an accident occurred only 30 
minutes after the signs were put up. No one was hurt. 
I hope the administrators who put up the signs and 
decided to close Duke's Drive will consider leaving the 
road open, and replacing the stop signs with pedestrian 
crossing signs — the type of sign that should be there. 
I guess stop signs just look prettier, with the rented 
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Disabled parking treatment here 
a 'disregard for human element' 
To the editor: 
The university's reponse to Craig Vander Vennet's 
parking difficulties on Parents' Weekend was totally 
inappropriate. 
As a student with a disability, I always have relied 
heavily on my parking permit as a reasonable assurance 
of parking close to my destination. 
According to the laws of many states, the permit 
allows parking in any area except a fire lane. If the 
spaces designated for people with disabilities are not 
available because of attempts to control traffic, then 
JMU shows that on Parents' Weekend (the time when we 
put our best Parental Plazas forward) we care little or 
nothing for the parents who really need all, or at least 
one, of these special considerations. 
Campus police know the law, and cadets should 
certainly be told, since their job seems to be consumed 
by the parking problem. 
They are very lucky that Mr. Vander Vennet didn't just 
pull up on a sidewalk and park there. That's what some 
less conscientious person might have done. 
As if the initial error by the police and cadets was not 
enough, however, it was compounded by the inept and 
unfeeling response of the administration. 
It is not the responsibility of Mr. Vander Vennet to 
arrange for parking. The full blame lies with a university 
that has shown us, yet again, their blatant disregard for 
the human element of JMU. This time it was not a 
student, but a parent. In the interest of good public 
relations, it might be a good idea to remember where the 
money comes from. Otherwise, your first Parental Plaza 




From the editor: Alan MacNutt, director of campus 
police and safety, said he contacted Vander Vennet's 
mother and apologized for the incident. 
a ' ^EREVLDNE^ 
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TONIGHT 
NOVEMBER 2 
Plan 9 Records aid Paramount Productions present 
drivin' (804) 979-9999 .  For Info A 
cryin' 
In   Ci?arlottesville 
MAX* 12011th St NW^aak^vfc-(804) 295-7326 
S7/Adv. • SStChy Of Shuw • AvaMfc h7fbii^To*B&CanipiB Ras. 
!8&UpAdrr«MdWi*iVa6dID 
FRESH CUT FLOWERS 





1774 South Main St 
(1 block South of 
Roth Theatres) 
MONDA Y, NOVEMBER 6 
WCC GAMEROOM 6 - 10 PM 
SIGN-UPS: 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 29 
TO 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN - WITH THE NEW BATTERY DRIVEN SUPERSPORT "-TO TAKE YOU 
FROM COLLEGE To CAREER 
SawH lightweight flexible <wrf economical. Ideal li» spreadsheets word prmessingand HI That's 
Ihr new Supm/kiri hum Zenith Dala Systems - today's leader in halleryoperaled portabks 
FLEXIBLE 0IIIRSE SCHEDULE Whatever vow agenda, the SupersPort s modular configuration easiK 
adapts to your computing style. With a detachable batten, lor easier portability An AC adapter reeharger 
that pluifs into any outlet MS-DOS' to run virtually all PC XT compatible software And li40K RAM — 
expandable to I.MMR wiih EMS Plus lite SupersPort comes in your choK e of dual IS' ~XIK Ifaaaj drive 
or 2IIMR hard disk models For flexible desktop performance anywhere no i ampus 
CARRY SIIMEGREAT HOURS THIS TERM Hours ol batte ry power, that is For greater produ. nvilv 
everywhere your studies lake you. Thanks lo Zenith s comprehensne Inwllitvni Prnirr Wum/ve/Hcfl/- 
a system that kls you control how your ballery power is consumed So you won't waste valuable enemy 
on i ompooents and peripherals nut in use. 
FXSY COUEOE READING The easiest After all the SupersPort lealures Zemin's renowned daulinu 
backlit SUIHTIUKI LCD srreen lor crisp lexl and superior readability And its CRT size display is one third 
larger than most compiling portables for enham ed viewing The screen even lilts back IHtl degrees so it 
lies flat to accommodate a desktop monitor 
TO CATCH THE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC AT A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE VISIT YOI R ZENITH 
DATA SYSTEMS CAMPI IS CONTACT TODAY 
Contact the 
lames Madison University Bookstore 
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A government by religion, not relativism 
The general consensus of writers of letters to the 
editor in last Thursday's Breeze is that the Bible has 
no place in governing our democracy. It is strangely 
surprising that Americans are turning their backs on 
the very foundation that has uniquely built the U.S., 
God's word. Quoting the "Father of our Country," 
George Washington: "It is impossible to rightly 
govern the world without God and the Bible." 
Christianity has had much influence in the shaping 
of the United States government. Verna M. Hall, in 
her book "Christian History of the Constitution," 
said, "The concept of a secular state was virtually 
nonexistent in 1776 as well as in 1787, when the 
Constitution was written, and no less so when the 
Bill of Rights was adopted. To read the Constitution 
as the charter for a secular state is to misread history, 
and to misread it radically. The Constitution was 
designed to perpetuate a Christian order." 
In fact, the Supreme Court has explicitly declared 
that God should not be divorced from government In, 
its 1892 Church of the Holy Trinity vs. United States 
decision, the court said, "Our laws and our 
institutions must necessarily be based upon and 
embody the teachings of the Redeemer of mankind. It 
is impossible that it should be otherwise." 
Further evidence of our country's Christian heritage 
is seen in the Bible verses written on the walls of the 
Lincoln Memorial, the Jefferson Memorial and other 
monuments in Washington, D.C. In the stained glass 
window of the chapel in the U.S. Capitol, where 
Congress begins each day with prayer, there is a 
picture of George Washington kneeling with the 
inscription, "Preserve me, O God, for in Thee do I 
put my trust."(Psalm 16:1). 
Prayer is allowed in Congress but not allowed in 
the public schools. It is said that it would be 
closed-minded to do so. 
It is particularly striking that those who make the 
claim of open-mindedness seem to apply it to every 
idea (e.g. homosexuality, abortion, pornography, 
pre-marital sex, etc.) so long as it is not Biblical. To 
reject the Bible in the name of non-dogmatism is a 
flimsy justification. Exclusive rejection is equally as 
dogmatic as exclusive acceptance. The cornerstone of 
the religious/non-religious government argument has 
to do with deciding which dogma is the best one with 
which to be dogmatized. 
GUEST  COLUMNIST 
Charles Chusuei 
The two arguments are: 
1. There are no absolute universal moral standards 
and decisions are based on human reason and man's 
judgment of circumstances. 
2. God is sovereign and decision is based on what 
He says in the Bible. 
The first dogmatic statement appeals to most 
people. However, it presupposes that human reason is 
most of the time, if not always, flawless. 
The second dogma is more difficult to accept 
because it requires trust in the materially unseen God 
at work. Governmental officials may esteem their 
views over those of the Bible without the people 
knowing about it. 
Fear of rule of the masses is thus a valid one. 
However, reliance on relativistic moral standards 
would facilitate the masses rather than hinder them. 
For example, in Nazi Germany during World War II, 
the Jews were the minority. And therefore, by the 
rules of relativistic ethics, it was morally right for 
them to be put to death by the numbers. 
Today, this view of genocide is in the minority in 
Germany. Therefore, it would be morally wrong. 
Suppose that the Germans changed their minds again. 
Killing off the Jews then would be morally right The 
issue of Tightness and wrongness of genocide is thus 
equally debatable on either side depending upon the 
pervading spirit of the masses. 
The alternative of ethical relativism is trust in God, 
who provides His absolute universal standards with 
which to follow. The Psalmist writes, "It is better to 
trust in the Lord than to put confidence in man." 
(Psalm 118:8). Even if no one in the world 
recognizes it, Christ still is sovereign king in all 
areas of life, including that of our American political 
arena, past and present. 
One-time ambassador from Lebanon to the United 
Nations, Charles Malik, said, "The good [in the U.S.] 
would never have come into being without the 
blessing and the power of Jesus Christ. I know how 
embarrassing this matter is to politicians, 
bureaucrats, businessmen and cynics. But, whatever 
these honored men think, the irrefutable truth is that 
the soul of America is at its best and highest 
Christian." 
Charles Chusuei is a senior chemistry major. 
434•8706 
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\ Ms. Madison4** 
Contestants get set for Saturday's crowning 
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staff writer   
Excitement. Anxiety. Spirit. The 10 contestants of this 
year's Ms. Madison competition are feeling a little of each as 
they prepare for Saturday's halftime crowning of the 1989-90 
Ms. Madison. 
Kelly Adair, a senior accounting major, is representing the 
Panhcllenic Council, of which she is president. Her other 
activities include chairmanship of the Junior Panhcllenic 
Council, the Greek Row maintenance committee, the Parents 
Weekend planning committee and the student police 
committee. 
Adair also is on the Milestone Publication Board and is an 
active member of Alpha Gamma Delta, the National 
Accounting Assocalion, and the Order of Omega and Golden 
Key honor societies. 
Kimberly Lindsey, a senior biology/prc-dental major, is 
representing Scabbard and Blade, of which she is secretary. 
She also is active as a cadet captain and recruiting officer 
for ROTC. 
Her other activities include student ambassadors, the honor 
council, the ROTC color guard, the Medical Allied Health 
Society, the alcohol awareness committee, and the medical 
and biology honor societies. 
Although her ROTC activities have restricted her time 
spent socializing, Lindsey says she's grown to love it. "I owe 
a lot to ROTC," she says. "I've learned to budget my time, 
and I've learned a lot about human nature." 
Ashley Strand, who is representing the Black Student 
Alliance, is a senior majoring in English and minoring in 
communication. 
She credits her selection to her campus involvement. Strand 
is the cultural chair of the University Program Board and is 
planning the Homecoming alumni reception for the Black 
Student Alliance. She also is on the commencement 
committee. 
She also is a member of the Student Minority Outreach, a 
committee member on women's issues, an international 
education committee member, a member of Circle K 
International and a member of the University Class 
Organization. 
Strand says she believes the Ms. Madison contest is not 
about being beautiful or about having the perfect body. "I 
think going out in the community to do service should be a 
requirement," she says.   • 
Sharon Rothenberger, a senior English major, was 
nominated by Kappa Sigma. 
Her other activities include vice president of Sigma Alpha, 
vice president of Order of Omega, student assistant at the 
information desk and an English club member. 
While she has no expectations of what Homecoming will 
be like, Rothenberger says she's "just really glad to be part of 
everything." 
Adriane Harrison, representing the Black Greek Caucus, is 
one of two of this year's contestants who will be vying for 
Ms. Madison for a second time. But the past experience didn't 
seem to help much. "It was a little easier going through the 
interview this time, but I was just as nervous," she says. 
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
Bottom, left to right: Ashley Strand, Kelly Combs, Sharon Rothenberger, Tracy Humphrey, Adriane Harrison. 
Top, left to right: Judith Carr, Tracy Meredith, Kimberly Lindsey, Sarah Shelley, Kelly Adair. 
Harrison, a senior communication major, says, "I was very 
excited and pleased about being selected. It's good to be 
representing a major black organization on campus." 
She believes her diverse activities led to her selection. 
Among them are Alpha Kappa Alpha, two years of 
cheerleading, a teaching assistant internship with 
communication professor Anne Gabbard-Alley, an orientation 
assistant, president of Black Greek Caucus, resident adviser of 
Shorts Hall and assistant hall director of Eagle Hall. 
When senior Kelly Combs found out she was on the court, 
she was so excited she called her parents at 12:30 a.m. to tell 
them and woke them up. 
Then she called the Alpha Chi Omega sorority house. The 
organization had nominated her. 
"I ended up staying up all night. I was running on 
adrenaline," she says. 
Combs is on the advisory board to the College of Letters 
and Sciences. She also is in Mortar Board, Order of Omega, 
Sigma Tau Delta, Sigma Phi Lambda, Alpha Chi Omega, 
Golden Key National Honor Society. She is a sweetheart of 
Sigma Chi and is a Dukette. 
Sarah Shelley is the only junior on the court. "I'm very 
flattered and also honored to be representing the Baptist 
Student Union," she says. Shelley serves as the food and 
catering coordinator for the BSU and helps with the local 
migrant ministry. 
Shelley is active with the University Program Board special 
events committee, and she is interim fund-raising chairman 
for the Class of 1991. 
She also is a part-time worker for the English department at 
. JMU. and is.a yoHwteer at Rockingham Memorial Hospital.   .. 
Tracy Meredith represents the Madison Marketing 
Association (MMA) and is a senior marketing major. She is 
MMA president and a member of the student advisory 
council. 
Meredith also is working with the Senior Challenge 
steering committee. 
Meredith says that although she appears to spread herself 
thin, she puts 100 percent into whatever she's doing at the 
lime. 
Judith Carr is a senior majoring in political science and 
public administration and is minoring in psychology. 
She is president of Mortar Board, the organization she is 
representing in the Ms. Madison contest. 
Can's other activities include president of the University 
Class Organization, a community service chairman of the 
Commuter Student Council, a President's Cabinet staff 
member, vice president of Pi Sigma Alpha and a committee 
member of the Senior Challenge. 
From all her campus involvement, Carr says, "I learned 
that you can only do the best you can, and sometimes you 
please people, sometimes you don't" 
Senior Tracy Humphrey is representing the Student 
Government Association. The psychology major and English 
minor says she is honored and grateful to be on the court for 
a second year. "It's a very sentimental time. It's my last 
Homecoming," she says. "If I win, I'll just go on and live 
my life as I've been living iL Integrity to me is the utmost." 
Her activities include president of the SGA, a Miller 
Fellow presidential leadership intern, a steering committee 
member of the Senior Challenge, a Women of Color member 
and a Contemporary Gospel Singer member. 
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The selection and duties of Madison's queen 
By Joanne Sofia 
staff writer  
It's halflime at a JMU football game. As your 
name is announced over the loudspeaker, you walk 
with your escort down the 50-yard line. To your 
right are Dr. and Mrs. Carrier. To your left are the 
other finalists. Your heart pounds as you 
anticipate the announcement. 
"And now ladies and gentlemen, Ms. Madison 
for 1989 is ..." 
"It was the best experience of my life!" Gay 
Taylor, Ms. Madison 1988, says. Taylor 
remembers being on the field with the 
Homecoming court and hearing her name 
announced as Ms. Madison 1988. "I just closed 
my eyes when I heard my name called. I knew it 
couldn't be me — you always think it's someone 
else. From that moment on, it's all a blur." 
Taylor views being crowned as Ms. Madison as 
a reward for all the time and effort put into her 
activities at JMU. By being involved in a variety 
of extracurricular activities such as JMU Today, 
President's Cabinet and Alpha Sigma Alpha 
sorority, Taylor proved that Ms. Madison is 
selected not only on poise and personality but by 
her involvement in a variety of extracurricular 
activities as well. 
Some of the highlights of being Ms. Madison 
included attending the Greater Madison Dinner ((he 
State of the University Address for the Board of 
Visitors), attending JMU Women's Club 
luncheons, and lighting the Christmas tree on the 
quad. Taylor also attended the Apple Blossom " 
Festival in Winchester, where Homecoming 
queens from neighboring schools attend. Each 
woman is escorted by a VMI cadet and participates 
in luncheons, dinners and a parade. 
Another duty for Ms. Madison is to write an 
article about her experiences at JMU for the 
Applicant Newsletter. Much to Taylor's surprise, 
what she thought was going to be a small article 
turned out to be the whole front page of the 
newsletter. 
The Ms. Madison of today is not only selected 
by her appearance and personality but by her 
involvement and commitment to JMU. But Ms. 
Madison wasn't always crowned for her 
participation in student organizations and various 
activities. 
In 1941, the an club started a contest which 
became an annual custom. The club asked the 
students to select the most beautiful girl on 
campus to be named "Ms. Madison" and had her 
name inscribed on a silver cup. After a few years, 
emphasis was placed on personality and leadership 
as well as on beauty, with the winner to typify 
the best in a Madison girl. 
On the surface, Ms. Madison may be seen as a 
beauty or popularity contest, but behind the 
scenes, the Ms. Madison contest is much more 
than a beauty pageant. "Ms. Madison must 
embody the spirit of JMU through her 
contributions to the university and her activities," 
says Leslie Green, co-chairperson for the 1989 
Ms. Madison contest. "Requirements for selection 
are not only based on appearance but primarily, 
the participant's interest in JMU and in promoting 
a collegiate interest in goals, student life and 
programs." 
The selection process begins when applications 
are sent to campus organizations to select a 
woman to represent them. Each woman is then 
interviewed by a panel of five judges who then 
selects the 10 finalists. 
During the panel interview, the nominees are 
asked a series of questions. These questions range 
in topics from "Why do you want to be Ms. 
Madison?" to "Where and to what at JMU would 
you donate a lump sum of money?" The 10 
finalists are selected on how well they answer the 
questions, appearance, poise, personality, and 
most importantly, their involvement in a variety 
Homecoming '89: 
What you need to know 
• Students can vote for Ms. Madison today and 
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at a table across 
from the information desk in the Warren Campus 
Center. 
Ms. Madison 1989-90 will be announced and 
crowned during halftime at Saturday's football 
game. 
• A Homecoming parade will start at 7:30 p.m. 
tonight from J lot extended and proceed to the 
Godwin parking lot. Head football coach Joe 
Purzycki will be the Grand Marshall, leading the 21 
units in the parade. 
of extracurricular activities. 
Judges base their selection of the finalists in 
their own idea of what Ms. Madison should 
represent Phil Riordan, a second-year judge, says, 
"I select the girls who have that friendly, 
go-get-'em attitude." He thinks Ms. Madison 
should represent JMU by being involved in a lot 
of different activities, not just being a straight A 
student. As Riordan says, "We look for the typical 
enthusiastic student — she doesn't need to be the 
perfect girl." 
Byron Bullock, the assistant to the associate 
vice president of student affairs and judge for the 
Ms. Madison contest for three years, looks for the 
women who have a "naturally bubbly personality" 
and who are involved in a wide variety of 
extracurricular activities. He views Ms. Madison 
as an "ambassador" for the university, therefore 
placing good verbal communication skills high on 
his scoring criteria. 
Juliette Moore, associate director of student 
activities and a first-time judge, weighs her score 
heavily on the variety of activities the woman 
participates in and how she handles herself during 
the interview. 
She looks for the women who gave a good 
perspective of campus life and how their 
involvement has helped the university. 
The most valuable aspect of the Ms. Madison 
program is that it reflects not only the physical 
qualities of the individual but her organizational 
and leadership qualities as well. This aspect of the 
contest adds credibility to the program by not 
focusing only on the beauty and popularity of the 
woman. 
Bullock says, "The Ms. Madison contest is a 
fair opportunity for an individual to represent their 
respective organization with the long-range plan 
of representing the university." 
• After the parade, a pep rally will start at 8 p.m. 
in the stadium. 
There will be a spirit contest for all 
campus-recognized organizations and residence 
halls. A first place prize of $200 will be awarded to 
the organization that exudes the most school spirit 
and is most distinguishable in the crowd. 
JMU football players will escort the Ms. 
Madison court. 
Other participants in the pep rally include 
Purzycki, President Ronald Carrier and the 
Marching Royal Dukes. 
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BECKER 
CPA 
OUR PASSING RATE IS 70% 
In 100 cities throughout the nation. 
Send to: Becker CPA Review Course, 1104 Brandon Ave. S.W. 
Roanoke, VA 24015-9981 or call (703) 985-5779 
Name:. ___ 
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Phone-l \  
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135,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI 
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957 
Ski Free 
94 at assanutten Ski ^Resort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and More! 
' Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
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For Mature Audiences 
/OCT/30 - NOV. 4      NOV. 4 & 
at  8:00 pm I 1      at   2:00  pm 
Admission   $\ 3.00 
From the book by Studs Terkel 
Adapted by Stephen Schwartz & Nina Faso 
Open Saturday 
Homecoming Day) 
9 am to 1 pm 




Beat Georgia Southern! ■ 
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Anderson Brothers 
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Downs lends his personality to Sawhill 
He arranges his chair to face the interviewer. His 
black, wavy hair is grown to the nape of his heck but 
thinning on the top of his head. His eyes glint 
cleverly as he looks directly at the interviewer, a 
pencil tucked behind his ear, his hands gesturing 
easily as he speaks. 
He seems oblivious to the lack of ambiance in his 
office — its walls are bare except for the large 
painting hung behind his desk, and its only window 
reveals a scrawny tree beside the dirt and gravel of 
construction. 
"There is a part of me that does the job and makes 
me define that job. But it is not the job defining me," 
says Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill Gallery. 
His path to becoming gallery director "was not a 
normal one," Downs says. He has a history 
background, not one in visual arts. But his interests 
in "creativity and what makes people what they are," 
made him feel competent for the job, Downs says. 
He described his jobs prior to becoming gallery 
director as "okay, but not what I needed or wanted," 
he says. "Part of me is always searching," he says. 
"I'm not easy to satisfy," he adds quietly, with a 
I smile. 
\ In college, he had to look for other creative outlets 
Mcause there were no art classes at his school. As a 
.history major, his undergraduate courses did not 
personally satisfy him. 
"I couldn't link into anything — not research or the 
famous person approach," Downs says. He didn't like 
the "black-and-white" approach to history in his 
classes, he says. 
After graduation, he taught for two months in a 
low-income, rural county and did social work with 
elderly people before he decided to earn his master's 
degree in folk studies. 
Folk studies is "a focus on the ordinary person," he 
says. The degree involved not just the "log cabin" 
approach but also studying people during the Vietnam 
War and the Depression era. "I was looking for what 
people felt and believed," he says thoughtfully. 
The degree led to museum work. He was curator and 
director of the James Madison Museum in Orange, 
Va. Four years after he had taught a museum studies 
course here, he also was hired as Sawhill Gallery 
director in 1983. 
Despite the absence of his art background, he is 
well-respected in the art department, his judgments on 
artistic works are trusted and his operation of the 
gallery is commended by students, faculty members 
and administrators in the department. 
Dr. David Diller, head of the art department from 
1968-1980, says, "Those of us with art degrees didn't 
suppose you have to have one to see" what art is. 
Downs is qualified for the position because of his 
museum experience and because his folk studies 
background provided a sense of what art is, Diller 
says. 
Dr. Philip James, current head of the art 
department, says Downs makes sensitive choices in 
displaying art and respects the wishes of artists. "He 
seems to be very aware of contemporary artists and 
their contributions." \ 
"Bureaucracy and finances are a part of gaUpry 
decisions on art work. The quality of the art work is 
not only part of the decision," James says. Some of 
the processes and concepts common to operating 
museums and galleries are the same, and Downs 
gained his credentials through experience, James says. 
The average exhibit takes from 60 to 75 hours to 
set up and the 10 exhibits scheduled each year involve 
up to 50 "contact points." Contacting people is "not 
like mowing a lawn," Downs says. "The day I nail 
down something, the person I need to speak with may 
be out of town for two weeks," he says. 
James says, "There are different personalities 
involved at the different galleries," so Downs "has to 
be very much of a diplomat." 
"You have to wait for other institutions to make 
their decisions while time is passing. You can't be 
impatient because you may have to work with them 
again," James says. 
Dr. Linda Halpern, a member of the gallery's 
advisory committee, says, "He bends over backwards" 
to satisfy the people intended to visit the gallery. 
"He tries hard to elicit input from the faculty and 
students on what the Sawhill Gallery should be. He 
doesn't impose his own vision. He tries to draw the 
opinions of others," Halperri says. 
Downs generally doesn't "come in with one 
agenda," he says. "I have a strong sense of what I 
think, but I will not negate the fact that their position 
is correct." 
Halpern enjoys working with Downs. "It is easy to 
disagree with him. He recognizes I'm disagreeing with 
a particular stance — not him," Halpern says. 
Gallery assistant Susan Tisdel says, "He treats 
people well. He always drops what he's doing to give 
advice and help get contacts for [people]." 
Downs believes the real education of his job has 
been attracting artists to exhibit here. He had to build 
contacts with other artists and galleries. To a large 
degree, the quality of what is shown determines the 
reputation of the gallery. Downs says. 
James says, "Internationally known artists, such as 
Allen Shields, are shown in Sawhill. They are the 
kinds of work seen in major galleries." 
Downs designs exhibits to give gallery visitors "a 
sense of what art is," he says, but he hesitates to give 
See DOWNS page 16> 
Students (above) admire part of an 
exhibit brought to Sawhill Gallery 
by director Stuart Downs (below). 
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Downs  
> (Continued from page 15) 
a personal definition of art. The best 
explanation of his philosophy on art, 
he claims, is not just the visual piece, 
but a "subjective something else" 
determined by the artist that causes 
human reaction. 
Downs believes "art can serve 
beyond its basic, aesthetic purpose." 
For example, this year's AIDS exhibit 
reflected a current social problem. 
His interest in art is a part of his 
interest in creativity. The ability to 
create belongs not just to artists but to 
the "average person working out 
there," Downs says. 
Downs views his work at the gallery 
as a type of creativity. "The gallery 
without works is a bare room. I create 
an environment facilitating the view of 
art — in a small way I am creating a 
view of the room," he says. 
"I want to make people interested 
who are not normally interested," he 
adds. 
As a result of this philosophy. 
Downs drafted the gallery mission 
statement to serve not just the art 
department, but the university and the 
local community. 
James says, "There was an exhibit of 
photographs from the Vietnam War 
RSSSSSBSSS s 
and the people from the military 
science department came to see the 
show who would have otherwise not 
come to Sawhill." 
Downs describes himself as 
"receptive to new knowledge." He 
says, "I'm not fearful of it — I have no 
pre-established boundaries." 
Downs' main creative interest is not 
focused on the visual arts but in 
writing poetry. Last spring, his poem 
"Just Reflected" was published in the 
Virginia Quarterly Review. The poem 
recognizes the personality and physical 
traits Downs inherited from his 
mother's side of the family. 
Although his work has been 
published by other magazines, the 
Virginia Quarterly Review publication 
was "some confirmation you are 
accomplishing something reasonable 
— it's not a fantasy in your mind," 
Downs said. 
Downs says he is content at Sawhill 
Gallery, and although he is always 
open to other options, he isn't looking 
for them right now. "I think very 
much in the moment. I work 
someplace because I want to be there. 
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Treat Your Alumni 
to RJ"s Catering! 
• Deli Trays 
• 5 foot Subs 




5 foot Ham & Swiss 
$44.00   ^ 
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The Burbs — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Look Who's Talking (PG) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 
p.m., 5:30 pjn., 7:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
The Bear (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 
p.m.. 7:30 pjn., 9:30 p.m. 
Worth Winning (PG-13) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 
p.m., 5:30 pjn., 7:35 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
Next of Kin (R) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:10 
p.m., 9:20 pjn. 
Gross Anatomy (PG-13) — Loews 
Theatres, 7:40 p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
Shocker (R) — Loews Theatres, 7:40 
p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Loews Theatres, 
7:30 p.m.. 9:45 p.m. 
FRIDAY ..-.■:.: 
The Dream Team (R) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Look Who's Talking (PG) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 
pjn., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
The Bear (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 
p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 pjn. 
Worth Winning (PG-13) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 
p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:35 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
Next of Kin (R) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 5 p.m.. 7:10 
p.m., 9:20 p.m. 
Gross Anatomy (PG-13) — Loews 
Theatres, 7:40 p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
Shocker (R) — Loews Theatres, 7:40 
p.m.. 9:45 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Loews Theatres, 
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
The Dream Team (R) — 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Look Who's Talking (PG) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 
p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
The Bear (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 pjn.. 5:30 
p.m., 7:30 p.m.. 9:30 pjn. 
Worth Winning (PG-13) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 pjn., 3:30 
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
Next of Kin (R) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 5 pjn.. 7:10 
p.m.. 9:20 p.m. 
Gross Anatomy (PG-13) — Loews 
Theatres. 3:30 p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:40 
p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
Shocker (R) — Loews Theatres. 3:30 
pjn., 5:35 p.m.. 7:40 p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Loews Theatres, 
3:30 p.m., 7:30 pjn.. 9:45 p.m. 
...M»M«wtilV*>!*'Hun' 
At Ashby dossing 
There's a lot of Un Resting at Ashby Gosling 
because there's just so much to do. Ma or 
^'L Pver.ts shopping and restaurants 
SFffi^shon wat g4 bedrooms per apartment.  «>ufV 
Perfect for students. Come visit today. \ P)\ \\J\ 
rc 860 
(703) 432-1001 Port Republic Road R   ()   S    S    I    N    (• 
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SPORTS 
Division l-A Navy falls, 24-20 
Purzycki calls 50th college victory the biggest win in JMU history 
By John R. Cralg 
staff writer  
The euphoria of the win over 
Division I-A Navy is over as the 
reality of perhaps the biggest 
challenge of the year for the JMU 
football team looms ahead. 
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki 
called last Saturday's 24-20 victory 
at Navy the biggest win in the 
history of JMU football as the 
Dukes avenged last season's 
opening day loss to the 
Midshipmen behind a controlled and 
methodic game plan. 
"These guys had their backs up 
against the wall," Purzycki said 
after the game, which marked his 
50th win as a college coach. "USA 
Today comes out and says [they] are 
the biggest disappointment in the 
country. To see them stay together 
... the victory means more to me 
than any other because of the 
circumstances. These young guys 
refuse to give up on themselves. 
That's something as a coach you try 
to imbue in young people and when 
they grasp it. . . that's a crowning 
achievement as a coach." 
The Dukes, now 5-2-1, have won 
three in a row but are not back in 
the NCAA Division I-AA top 20, 
being edged by Yale for the 20th 
spot. The Dukes host the 
number-two team in the country, 
Georgia Southern, this weekend. 
JMU held the ball for 37 minutes 
and gained 334 yards rushing 
against Navy. A big part of those 
statistics were two juniors who 
earned career highs in yardage — 
fullback Willie Lamer and halfback 
Mike Campbell. On 19 carries, 
Lanier gained 114 yards, while 
Campbell carried the ball 14 times 
for 74 yards. 
In their wishbone set, the Middies 
had just 165 rushing yards. Outside 
linebacker Sonny Smith led with 
eight tackles and nosetackle Paul 
Fornadel and safety Eupton Jackson 
had seven tackles each. 
Early on it looked like the 
Middies would run away with the 
game. On Navy's second play from 
scrimmage, quarterback Alton 
Grizzard completed a 55-yard pass 
play to tight end Dave Berghult that 
put first-and-goal on the JMU 8. 
On the next play, outside linebacker 
Steve Bates broke through the line, 
stripped the ball from Grizzard and 
recovered the fumble. The game 
remained scoreless. 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki gets a lift from his players as the 
Dukes celebrate their 24-20 win over Navy in Annapolis Saturday. 
Navy eventually did score first, 
going 77 yards in seven plays for a 
touchdown early in the second 
quarter. The drive took just under 
three minutes to complete. JMU 
answered back with a drive of its 
own, covering 68 yards in eight 
rushing plays. Quarterback Eriq 
Williams capped the drive with a 
10-yard run and Johnny Perez's 
point after tied the game at 7-7. 
Williams is 3-0 as the starting 
signal-caller and gained 63 yards on 
24 carries. 
The Dukes went up by a field 
goal late in the quarter when they 
took the ball from their 3-yard line 
all the way to the Navy 15 in a 
16-play drive. Perez made good on a 
32-yard field goal just before the 
half. 
Navy scored its second touchdown 
late in the third quarter to go ahead 
14-10. 
Campbell scored from 14 yards 
out as he ran off left tackle early in 
the fourth quarter. 
The JMU defense forced Navy to 
punt in four downs and when JMU 
got the ball back it held it for 
almost seven minutes and finished 
the drive with Lanier bulling his 
way into the endzone behind a 
Campbell block. 
"They blocked us and blocked us 
and knocked us around," Navy head 
coach Elliot Uzclac said. "We just 
couldn't hold up." 
A late touchdown by Navy made 
things close, but the 2-point 
conversion attempt was picked off 
by Richard Grevious and JMU kept 
its four point lead. 
The on-side kick was recovered by 
Eupton Jackson and then the 
biggest play of the game happened, 
according to Purzycki. With 1:36 
left, Leon Taylor touched the ball 
on fourth and seven. His 20-yard 
halfback option pass to Dwayne 
Hayes sealed the win. 
JMU ran 78 plays to Navy's 52 
and the Dukes outgained the 
Midshipmen in total yards 377-355. 
Field hockey team 
beats 11 th-ranked 
Maryland 2-1 in OT 
By Greg Abel 
staff writer 
On Halloween night, the Maryland 
field hockey team marched into JMU 
stadium dressed in black and with a 
frightening 11th national ranking. 
They needed a win to scare up a 
national tournament bid. 
The Terrapins, however, didn't scare 
anyone, as JMU sent them home with 
a 2-1 overtime loss. 
Maryland still may make the 
tournament, but Tuesday night's win 
made the season for JMU. 
"We've been waiting a long time for 
this," JMU head coach Dee 
McDonough said. "[JMU] wanted it. 
. . we've played Maryland close the 
last couple of years and it was just 
our turn tonight." 
The Terps dropped to 11-7-1, while 
JMU upped its season record to 
7-10-3. 
The win was even more special for 
Michelle Risch and Kerry Nadwodny, 
the only seniors on the Dukes roster, 
who were playing the final home 
game of their careers at JMU. 
"It took us four years to beat 
Maryland and we did it," Nadwodny 
said. "It fell great." 
Sophomore midfielder Heather 
Owen got the Dukes ahead early. She 
beat Maryland goalkeeper Andrea 
Closkey unassissted with just under 
five minutes gone by in the game. 
"I was really just trying to make a 
pass," Owen said. "1 came down the 
field and the goalie came out, so I just 
pushed it past her." 
Although there was no more 
scoring in the first half, the Dukes 
controlled play throughout the first 
half as they outshot the Terps 9-3 and 
had four corner attempts to Maryland's 
three. 
In the .second half, however, a 
snt Maryland team came on the 
I field. The Terps came out strong and 
'were relentless throughout the half as 
/ the ball barely saw JMU's side of the 
field. 
Maryland's leading scorer Lisa 
Buente knotted the score with just 
over fourteen minutes elapsed in the 
half. She took a corner pass from 
Mary Kondner and beat JMU goalkeep 
Laura Knapp to make it 1-1. 
"I think Maryland just realized they 
had to win," McDonough said. "I 
thought our kids handled the pressure 
really well. They got pushed and they 
got shoved a little, but they did what 
they had to do." 
See UPSET page 19> 
^ 
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Soccer team anticipates invitation to NCAAs 
By Eric Vazzana 
staff writer 
With the NCAA soccer tournament less than a 
week away, the JMU men's team finds itself in a 
heated battle for one of the two available at-large 
bids. However, unlike a pennant race in baseball 
where teams decide the final outcome, the Dukes 
will have to rely on a selection committee to 
invite them to the prestigious post-season affair. 
JMU lost the opportunity to control its own 
destiny and win an outright berth to the tourney 
when it had to settle for a 1-1 tie with William 
and Mary Saturday. The tie enabled George Mason 
to claim the Colonial Athletic Association title 
by percentage points over the Dukes and the 
automatic bid that goes with it 
A win over the visiting Tribe would have helped 
to solidify the Dukes as one of the region's 
premier teams and would certainly have pushed 
JMU closer to a bid. However, the draw puts the 
Dukes "on the bub0fc* and will force JMU to rely 
on upsets from other teams to increase the 
possibility of postseason play. JMU head coach 
Dr. Tom Martin commented on the effects of the 
tie. 
"It's not a real good position to be in because 
we're not controlling our own situation," Martin 
said. "We have to sit back and watch how other 
people do and we have to win Sunday." 
The deadlock with William and Mary was a 
bitter one as the Dukes appeared to have clinched 
the game 1-0 when the unofficial clock showed no 
time left in the contest. But the official time, 
which was being kept on the field, continued to 
run, enabling Jim Hauschild's 20-yard blast with 
less than a minute officially left to even the score 
and send the contest into overtime. 
The tie was even more frustrating because JMU 
was forced to play the last 5:40 of regulation a 
man short following Ivan Sampson's ejection and 
then with two men down with 13:52 remaining in 
overtime after Stephen Gill was sent off. Despite 
having only eight field players, the Dukes 
continued to dominate the Tribe but couldn't find 
the back of the net in the extra period. 
The Dukes were able to regroup from Saturday's 
heartbreaker in time to give Martin his 50th JMU 
coaching victory Sunday as they blasted visiting 
UNC-Asheville4-0. 
Junior Ricky Engelfried continued his 
late-season surge as the Reston native scored twice 
and dished out an assist in the shellacking. Last 
year's CAA scoring champion has four goals in 
the team's last three outings. 
The win ups JMlTs record to 14-1-3 and extends 
the team's unbeaten streak to 10 games with the 
season finale coming Sunday at home versus 
UMBC. The game is a must-win situation if the 
Dukes wish to continue entertaining thoughts of 
tournament play. 
A win Sunday would give JMU a total of 15 
victories against one loss and three ties with the 
only setback coming at the hands of the nation's 
then number-one-ranked team, UVa. JMU also 
boasts a win over nationally ranked Old Dominion 
1-0 in regulation just two weeks ago. 
The teams that many feel are still in contention 
for the tournament include Maryland, Old 
Dominion, George Washington, William and 
Mary, Howard and JMU. George Mason is in by 
virtue of an automatic bid and Virginia certainly 
will be invited based on its performance this year. 
The best possible scenario for JMU would 
consist of Virginia winning the Atlantic Coast 
Conference tournament and picking up the 
automatic bid that the champion receives. If 
Maryland were to win the ACC tournament, it 
would receive the automatic bid forcing the 
committee to give UVa. one of the two precious 
at large bids. 
The Dukes also will hope that somebody can 
pull off upsets over Howard, GW and ODU on the 
final hectic weekend of play. And what if the 
Dukes win on Sunday and are snubbed by the 
selection committee on Monday? 
"I'd be real disappointed because I'd feel that 
people didn't really look at the fact that one, we're 
unbeaten in the conference, and number two we 
beat one top-twenty team and lost to another 2-1 
in overtime and had a goal or two called back," 
Martin said. "We're allowing very few goals in the 
run of play. 
"We're playing as well as we can play and I 
don't think people take all of those things into 
consideration," Martin added. "I realize it's a tough 
call and everybody has arguments why they should 
be in. 
Martin also realizes the importance of the 
season finale and the bearing it will have on the 
postseason. 
"We've got to win Sunday," Martin explained. 
"If we lose or get a tie on Sunday we're out of it. 
We'll have four ties and a loss and that's too 
many." 
Sunday also marks the final regular season 
games for seniors Chris Simon, Greg Griffith, 
Steve Sutler and Jimmy Zepp. The game is 
scheduled for 2 p.m. at the X-lot field. 
Ball  represents JMU 
on all-tourney team 
The JMU women's volleyball team 
continued to struggle this season, 
dropping three matches last weekend to 
send its record to 5-25 and 0-5 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association. 
William and Mary beat JMU 15-1, 
15-12 and 15-6 last Wednesday, 
concluding its regular-season 
conference play. The Dukes lost to 
Maryland for the second time this 
season Friday in the first round of the 
JMU Invitational, 12-15, 15-11, 15-5, 
8-15 and 15-11. 
In the consolation match Saturday, 
JMU was defeated by North Carolina 
Wilmington in four games. 
One bright spot for the Dukes was 
sophomore setter Molly Ball, who was 
named to the all-tournament team. 
Swimmers get 1st win 
of season at ODU 
The JMU men's swimming and 
diving team opened its dual-meet 
season Saturday against Old Dominion 
in Norfolk, capturing first place in 
eight of 13 events to win 146-96. 
Freshman Scott Rogers was a double 
winner for JMU, winning the 500-yard 
(4:49.82) and the 1,000-yard (9:59.28) 
freestyle events. Sophomore Paul 
Harris won the 50-yard freestyle 
(21.81) and swam the freeestyle leg of 
the winning 400-yard medley relay 
team. Mike Primich was also on that 
winning relay team, adding a first in 
the 200-yard breaststroke (2:15.74). 
Freshman Jeremy Davey won the 
200-yard backstroke (2:00.17). JMU 
won both diving events with firsts 
from Guy Sandin in the one-meter 
(273.48) and Justin Sheehy in the 
three-meter (250.08). 
Goetz, Schwartz play 
in ITCA tournament 
Juniors Matt Goetz and Dave 
Schwartz represented the JMU men's 
tennis team in the Intercollegiate 
Tennis Coaches Association Region II 
Tournament last weekend in 
Columbia, S.C. 
In doubles, Goetz and Schwartz 
advanced to the semifinals of Flight B. 
They won two matches before being 
eliminated by Andre Janasik and Chris 
Mumsford of North Carolina [Chapel 
Hill], 6-0, 6-7, 6-3. 
Goetz advanced to the quarterfinals in 
singles competition by winning three 
matches, including a preliminary round 
bout, before losing to David Sussman 
of North Carolina, 6-4,6-4. 
Women's tennis team 
concludes fall season 
The JMU women's tennis team 
completed its fall season last weekend, 
as two doubles teams advanced to the 
semifinals of the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference Women's Tennis 
Championships last week. 
Sophomore Daniela Pino and 
freshman Kristy Jessen won their 
quarterfinals Flight B match before 
being eliminated in the semifinals by 
Sloan and Fitzpatrick, 6-3, 7-6. 
In the Flight C doubles competition, 
senior Jennifer Brandt and sophomore 
Amy Wilder advanced to the 
semifinals. They won by default in the 
quarterfinals and dropped a 6-2, 6-3 
match to Spitz and Shea of Brown in 
the semifinals. 
JMU finished seventh in the 10-team 
competition with 19 points. Host 
Brown won with 62 points. 
JMU rugby clubs win 
state championships 
The JMU men's and women's rugby 
clubs captured the Virginia Rugby 
State   Championship   Sunday   in 
Norfolk. 
The men's club defeated VCU 12-3, 
Mary Washington 7-6 and Old 
Dominion 18-9 in the two-day 
tournament. 
"We didn't play as well as we could 
in the first two games, but we brought 
it all together in the final game," said 
Kevin Sandlin, president of the men's 
club. 
The women's club upheld its 
undefeated season mark, winning 
against ODU 14-0, William and Mary 
12-0 and Long wood 4-0. The club 
needed 20 minutes of overtime to get 
by Longwood, scoring during a penalty 
try. The women's club record now is 
8-0-1. 
tporti 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
Upset 
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FOOTBALL 
Saturday — Georgia Southern at 
JMU, 1:30 p.m. 
FIELD   HOCKEY 




Sunday — Maryland-Baltimore 
County at JMU, 2 p.m. 
MEN'S      SWIMMING      AND 
DIVING 
Friday — JMU at East Carolina 
[Greenville, N.C.], 3 p.m. 
Saturday — JMU at Duke 
[Durham. N.C.] 
MEN'S   TENNIS 
Friday-Sunday — JMU in 
Colonial^ Singles Tournament 
[Greenville. N.C.] 
WOMEN'S   TENNIS 
Sunday— JMU in ITCA Regional 
Tournament [Philadelphia] 
WOMEN'S     VOLLEYBALL 
Friday-Saturday — JMU in South 
Florida Round Robin [Tampa, Fla.] 
WOMEN'S    SWIMMING    AND 
DIVING 
Friday — JMU at East Carolina 
[Greenville, N.C.J. 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S   GOLF 
Friday-Sunday — JMU in Florida 
International Tournament [Miami] 
MEN'S   CROSS   COUNTRY 





Saturday — JMU in Colonial 
Championships [Williamsburg], 10 
a.m. 
WOMEN'S   FENCING 
Saturday — JMU in Temple 
Open [Philadelphia], 9 a.m. 
> (Continued from page 17) 
Fortunately for the Dukes, Knapp 
was as relentless in the second half as 
the Maryland offense. She 
continuously warded off Terrapin 
scoring opportunities. Knapp recorded 
seven saves in the half, many of 
which came on Maryland's dangerous 
corner opportunities. 
"I'm really confident in our 
defenders," Knapp said. "When the 
ball comes down, all I see is the ball. 
I just concentrate on the ball, 
wherever that ball goes, you just 
gotta be there." 
After the Dukes defense survived the 
second half to force overtime, the 
offense returned the favor by scoring 
early in the extra period. 
Nadwodny took a pass from Owen 
in front of a cluttered Maryland cage. 
She lifted the ball over Closkey with 
just over 2 1/2 minutes gone to put 
the Dukes ahead 2-1. After playing 
out the remainder of the 10 minute 
period, JMU became the first 
non-ranked team to beat Maryland this 
year. 
Picks of the Week 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
JMU midfielder Lisa Cooper works to contain Maryland forward 
Jennifer Finks Tuesday in JMU Stadium. 
Games of the Week 
Overall   record 
Last   week 
Winning   percentage 
College 
Nebraska at Colorado 
Illinois at Iowa 
West Virginia at Penn State 
UVa at N.C. State 
Harvard at Brown 
Pro 
Indianapolis at Miami 
L.A. Rams at Minnesota 
Cincinnati at L.A. Raiders 
Dallas at Washington 
New Orleans at San Francisco 
Stephanie   Swaim 
Sports Editor 
58-30-1 
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Who'da thunk it? Washington beats UCLA with no time on the clock. Jay "Mr. Heat Miser" Schroeder and Mark Rypien engage in a battle 
royale of QB boobosity — complete with various and sundry fumbles and interceptions. You have to wonder if Schroeder goes out in 
public anymore. Rypien coughs up more footballs than a cat does hairballs. Anyway ... Bo knew how to play football and the Redskins 
lost big. Then N.C. State beat South Carolina. Why was the Wolfpack an underdog by three points? Anybody? Anyone? Bueller? Bueller? 
Lastly, but not leastly, what's the deal with the Rams? Well, they made Coach Ditka happy — and isn't that all that really matters in life? 
Oh, and by the way you Pitt and Miami fans, have a good time watching the Nov. 11contest for the national runner-up! GO IRISH! IRISH 
PRIDE! Let us not forget the ongoing saga of THE PREDICTORS — for when the dust cleared Sunday night John R. Craig and the Great Pump- 
kin stood atop the heap — the remaining predictors couldn't decide which fact was more embarrasssing. John had a 6-4 mark — two of his 
picks, the Dallas and N.C. State predictions, were misprinted. Yeah, sure thing, Chia Pet. The Great Pumpkin broke even and was reportedly 
squashed upon entering South Bend, Ind. — he picked against Notre Dame. Steph and Matt finished at a 4-6 clip; Dave dropped a notch 
with his 3-7 mark. This week's guest predictor is Q101 disc jockey and sportscaster Mike Gastineau. 
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JOIN THE CNE-ELECTORAL 
PROCESS DELEGATION TO 
NICARAGUA 
On February 25,1990, the people 
of Nicaragua will cast their vote in 
the presidential elections. Casa 
Nicaraguense de Espanol invites you 
to join the special CNE-Electoral 
Process delegation. (From Feb. 17th 
to Mar. 3rd) Visit the Supreme 
Electoral Council headquarters and 
opposition parties. For full details 
from someone who has been there, 
leave your Name, address, and 
phone number at (703) 234-8194. 
The Breeze is now accepting applications 
ilrf account executives for the spring 
semester. 




DEADLINE -r- WED,NOV,$ 
: 
we Bipmmtm Mimmf 
wl FULL STOP 
Proceeds go to Purcell Park 
Playground Foundation 
trjj/r 
<     * 
Latest Formal Fashions 
and Accessories in Stock 
At Affordable Prices 
Special Group Rates 
Campus Representative: Bob Castle X7277 
RENTAL     &     SALES 
1834    South    Main    St.,    Harrisonburg,VA    22801 
(Next to Nautilus) 
THURSDAY, 7:30pm 
HOMECOMING PARADE 






*        vs        * 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 
IT'S A WEEKEND TO REMEMBER 




DON'T MISS A MOMENT 
OF THIS YEAR'S 
HOMECOMING CELEBRATION! 
MJOTIEi 
Jeans • Jeans • Jeans 
Men's and Women's 











Maggy Chase Manisha 
Corniche        Rose 








y   Denim Dresses, Jumpers, Jumpsuits, 
Skirts, Coats, Jackets 
) 
3061 South Main Street, 
Harrisonburg 
Mon.-Sat. 10am - 6pm 
Friday 10am - 9pm 
Sunday - 12:30pm - 5:30pm 
433-1717 
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BUSINESS 
Career Tips 
Individualism is key aspect in successful career 
By Lisa Crabbs 
staff writer 
Know who you arc and be yourself in your 
profession, JMU Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Russell Warren said in a speech last Wednesday night 
Warren's speech opened the Professional 
Development Series sponsored by Phi Chi Theta 
business fraternity and the College of Business. He 
addressed how to create a professional image in 
today's corporate environment. 
"The people who foljow the good professional rules' 
are the ones who do the best job," Warren said to a • 
full lecture hall. "You lose your creativity when you 
try to be too much like someone else. Creativity is 
important for a good professional image." 
He said commitment is one of the keys to a good 
professional image — not income or status in life or 
on the corporate ladder. He listed the character traits of 
professionals. 
"Ultimately you have to 
want to make a difference 
in this world. Don't just 
look at the salary, but pick 
a job that you like." 
— Dr. Russell Warren 
"Ultimately, you have to want to make a difference 
in this world," Warren said. "Don't just look at the 
salary, but pick a job that you like." 
He said it's important to have an internal reward 
system. 
"Pat yourself on the back and tell yourself you had 
a good day. Work for yourself and like yourself.      ■* 
"Keep your own sense of ethics and don't throw 
them away," he said. "Nixon went down the tubes 
because his people weren't fair to him. He could have 
been saved by his employees." 
Warren advised students not to be completely 
dependent on their jobs. He said to be culturally 
sensitive and sensitive to the opposite sex. 
"Don't fight for each others' areas in your 
profession," he said. "You will get more territory by 
doing the best job you can with the territory you 
have. You'll eventually gain more — just be patient." 
Try to minimize emotionalism in doing business, 
he said. 
"Understand that when someone is disagreeing with 
you, they are trying to make a point. It is not that 
they don't like you, so listen to them and be 
open-minded. 
"It is normal to have arguments, to agree and to 
disagree. But don't put your own well-being on the 
line," he said. 
Warren also discussed how to dress for the busy 
business world. 
"Look around and figure out the corporate culture, 
and wear something you like. Don't worry about it if 
nobody else dresses like you. Be yourself. 
"It's important to dress up in lower entry-level jobs 
too," he said. "It will help to compensate for your 
age. As you move up, you can become more relaxed." 
Prepare to be awkward as the new kid on the block, 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
Dr. Russell Warren 
Warren said. 
"Go ahead with your principles and don't let others 
bring you down." 
If you don't get the job you want, keep looking, he 
said. 
"Don't fake it and play a role for 35 years," he said. 
"We are on this planet to live first and work second. 
It is not the location or the salary. It is the kind of 
people you are with." 
Interviews? JMU finance professor gives some hints 
By Suzanne Lakes 
staff writer 
There's more to an interview than 
answering questions, a JMU 
professor said last Wednesday. 
Dr. Mark Usry, JMU assistant 
professor of finance, gave a lecture 
on interviewing etiquette in 
Blackwell Auditorium. 
The lecture was designed to give 
students pointers on interview 
preparation, first and second 
interviews and methods of 
following up. 
Usry detailed the methods of 
setting up an interview, offering 
several options. He suggested 
signing up with company 
representatives who visit JMU in 
the spring, sending letters to 
companies that interest the student, 
visiting the offices of selected 
companies or using contacts. 
Regardless of how the interview 
is obtained, Usry stressed that the 
company may not be hiring for a 
particular position at the time of 
the interview, so applicants should 
ask to "talk about possibilities in 
the field." 
Usry emphasized thorough menial 
and physical preparation for an 
interview. The key points of mental 
preparation include knowledge of 
background information- on the 
company, self-assessment of the 
applicant's own talents and skills, 
and analysis of long- and short-term 
goals, he said. 
"I strongly suggest you write 
(your talents and goals)  down 
beforehand," says Usry. "It will 
help you feel more confident if you 
are asked about them." 
Physical   preparation   entails 
"proper business attire." For men, 
Usry suggests a dark suit, tailored 
dress shoes, and a low-key tie. He 
said men should be prepared to 
spend some money on a quality 
business suit. 
"If you don't spend S300-S400 on 
a suit, it won't last," he said. 
Men also should make sure they 
aren't wearing too much cologne 
and should check to sec that earring 
holes aren't visible. He suggested 
using a cover-up make-up to keep 
earring holes from showing. 
For women, Usry recommends a 
dress suit with a scarf or pearls, 
low-key pumps and very little 
jewelry. 
Usry also warns applicants not to 
smoke or have their clothes exposed 
to smoke the day of the interview. 
"Overall, your appearance should 
be conservative," Usry said. 
"Conservative haircuts and clothing 
— don't wear an outfit so bold that 
the interviewer notices your clothes 
before your face" 
Usry then reviewed some basic 
tips to remember for the first 
interview. The most important 
concept is punctuality, Usry said, 
advising students not to be more 
than 15 minutes early or one 
minute late for an interview 
appointment. 
Other lips include being cordial to 
the receptionist, addressing the 
interviewer as Mr., Mrs. or Ms. 
unless otherwise directed, and 
greeting the interviewer with a firm 
and confident handshake. 
Usry also mentioned some 
questions to anticipate from 
interviewers. Frequent examples arc 
"Tell me about yourself," and "How 
can you benefit our company?" he 
said. Usry suggested bragging 
. through others with statements 
like, "My former employer claimed 
I was his best salesman." 
__ _- _ 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
1 BR Apt. On Dutchmill Court - Short leases available. 
Very ellicent. 4 blocks Irom campus. Quiet. $315 
434-2100. 
Room For Rent - Spring/Summer 1990 Hunter's 
Ridge. Alex, 432-5599. 
Room For Rent - January to May. Squire Mill. Call 
Robin, 432-0770. 
University Place - Like new, 4 BRs, 2 balhs, furnished 
$185 person. Lease 1/1/9010 7/30/90.433-8822. 
Ashby Crossing - Male roommate needed lor spring 
semester. Call 433-9742. 
Trivet Free, Earn Cash - Moguls Ski 4 Sun Tours is 
hiring campus marketing representatives lor Spring 
Break. Jamaica, Bahamas, Barbados, Cancun. Those 
interested should be motivated, outgoing & organized. 
Cat Matthew Eynon at (800)666-4857. 
Earn $2,000 - $4,000 - Searching lor employmenl that 
permits working your own hours, but still challenging 
enough lor your entrepreneurial skills? Manage 
programs lor Fortune 500 companies. Earn $2,000 to 
$4,000. Call (800)932-0528, Ext. 11. Ideal lor grad 
students. 
2 
University Place - Unfurnished 3 BRs, 2 baths, $150 to 
' 185. Lease negotiable. 433-8822 
Efficiency Apartment Available - Located across Irom 
campus. CaH 433-7429. 
Hunter's Ridge - Need 2 boys to share bedroom. 
Completely lumished. $160 each, lease Jan. 1 lo May 
31.433-8822. .  
Hunter's Ridge - 4 BR, furnished condo for 1 to 4 
people. Available now or for spring. $ 180/mo. Call Stacy, 
433-3385. 
563 Norwood St. - New, large 4 BR, 2 bath, completely 
lumished. $195/person. Lease negotiable. 433-8822. 
Band With Complete Sound System Breaking Up - 
All equipment for sale. For more info concerning brands 
& models, call 867-5720 or 828 4793 
Roland Jazz - Chorus 55 Amp. Sounds great, 
practically new. Best otter. Call Jeff, x7447. 
1979 Volvo - Excellent, ale, automatic, tape player. 
$2,500/best offer. x6975. 
Stereo Equipment, Used, Bargain Prices - JVC 
Receiver/amp with equalizer $90; Akai cassette deck, 
$90; AR model 3A Speakers, $90; Sony CD player 
portable, $75; Blaupaunk car receiver/cassette, $75, 
433-6397. 
Grateful Fred T-SMrts - Can deliver. Jim, x5406. 
Skis - K2, 180s. excellent condition, great lint pair! 
Cheap. xS406. 
1982 Ret XI/9 - Limited edition, AM/FM cassette. AIC. 
leather seats, 47,000 mtes, $3995.00.433-3150. 
Commodore 64 PC - Including monitor, keyboard^disk 
drive, primer. (703) 337-4882. 
Attention - Earn money reading books! $32,00OVyear 
income potential. Details. (602)838-8885. ext BK4707. 
Overseas Jobs -$900 - $2,000 month. Summer, 
year-round. All countries, all fields. Free info. Wnle IJC, 
P.O. Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 
Found - Book in Breeze oflice.'Bntair" in title, descnoe 
to claim. x6127. 
Lost - Silver ring with red & blue triangle design. 
Sentimental value. Reward, x5839. 
SERVICES 
Home Typing - Cal 432-1975 alter 2:30 pm. 
Word Processing - Disks saved 6 mos., efficient, "cal 
234-8863. 
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center. 
Both UVA S UVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106 
Reservoir St. 
Terrific Typist - Reasonable rales, accurate, last, near 
JMU. Angie. 434-4332 
Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile 
service call 432-0949. 
Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale 
prices. Call 434-5155. 
Word Processing, Papers, Resumes - Cal Kendal, 
234-8725. 
Oak Manor Farms - Instruction in hunter equrtalion. 
Boarding, schooing, sales. 15 minutes Irom campus 
Cal Mrs. Ehle si 234-8101 for info. 
Word Processing - Quick, ratable, reasonably priced, 
JMU student. Call Mark. 433-0235. 
Freshman Parking - Parking spaces available, located 
above Bed Hal. 433-2126. 
Learn To Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba for into. 
433-3337. 
Professional Typist - $f .20/page. Call Brenda, x2452. 
Infant Care Needed - My home, ful time beginning 
1/1/90. One mile east ol Valley Mall. Salary $140/week, 
434-5829 after 6 pm. 
Sitter Needed For 2 Year Old Girl - Either Monday or 
Wednesday or Friday. 8 am till 11:30 am. Negotiable. 
JMU (acuity home. 4320679 after 1 pm. 
Attention Hiring - Government jobs, your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. Call (602) 838-8885 ext R4707. 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at 
home. Call for information. (504)641 -8003 ext. 411. 
Travel Representative - Campus representative 
needed to market student vacation packages. Great 
sales experience & fanlastc travel benefits Call Skip, 
(703)849-1931. 
Wackenhut Security has several openings lor part-time 
evening & weekend shifts. Above-average wages 
Choice locatons. Uniforms 4 training provided 
Applications available at Virginia Employment 
Commission behind Valley Mall. Interviews by 
appointment only. E.O.E. 
Need To Make Money From Home? Many in-home 
opportunities explained. Home assembly; loan 8 credit 
assistance; mail-order products requiring no inventory; 
many more All names S addresses supplied to get 
started immediately Send $9.95 to DPS, 14005 Key 
Deer Dr., Midlothian, VA 23112. 
Female Roommate Needed - Spring, quiet, spacious, 
lumished apartment. 433-8631, Chris. 
Bass Player Wanted - Serious progressive rock band 
looking lor a bassist Must have own equipment/effects. 
Must be cool. 
Female Roommate - Spring semester JM Apartments. 
$150.433-5916. 
One Female Roommate To Share 4 BR Townhouse - 
Private   bedroom,   separate  leases,   unlurnishefl. 
$185/mo. 828-4026 alter 5 pm. 
Martin Luther King 
Celebration Committee 
Meeting Dates 
11/08/89' 5-6 pm 
Piedmont Room 
11/15/89 4:30-5:30 pm 
Piedmont Room 
11/20/89 7-8 pm        Valley Room 
11/29/89 5-6 pm        Valley Room 
12/06/89 6-7 pm        Valley Room 
All Persons Interested Please Attend! 
Wed., Nov. 8 
I.F.C. Sponsor Night 
With Full Stop 
At J.M.'s 
Starts 9:30-10:00 
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL 
Come and see Classic French Films 
7:30-10.00 pm 
10/30,11/1 - Blackwell Aud. 
11/2- Harrison A-206 
John F. - Glad you're my EX Big Bro! Lee 
Anchorsplash '89 Is Coming Nov. 6-12. 
Tickets Are Going Fast For The Eek-A-Mouse - Gel 
yours while you can, il you think you can run with the big 
dogs. No Joke. 
To Do - 1) Listen to WJMR; 2) Win REM tickets. 
If You Don't Want Marshall Law - Don't vole lor 
Marshall Coleman. Fight the power! Don! believe ihe 
hype! No Joke! 
Vote For Ms. Madison - This Thursday & Friday, 10-4 
in WCC (across Irom the inlormation desk.) 
Homecoming Extravaganza - At the Safehouse 
Saturday night! 
Happy Birthday Frandeel Dts 
Good Job, JMU Water Polo. Love, the girts of JMU. 
Becky Castner - Thanks for the Halloween treats! Love, 
Dishroom. 
JMU -1980 Mere'8 Women's Rugby Stale Champions 
Sounds great, doesnl it? Congratulations. Ed 8 Sandy 
aini seen nothing yet' 
To The Beet Cooks On The Soccer Teem - Thanks tor 
the Fettucoinel Mmmm. Kim, Trace 8 Sosi 
Frank - rm glad you're my Big Brother...!orever1 Love, 
Your EX Little Sister. 
AXA-Getting lied1 was greet! Thanks so muchllXZ 
Free Scuba Experience - Cal Kathy's Scuba for dates 
Slimes. 433-3337 
Ptfon Robinson -You are halfway there! 
Congratulations! Love, Brooke. 
No Joke Productions Presents - Reggae superstar 
Eek-A-Mouse! Live, at the Mystic Den on Nov. 2. Tickets 
available at Town & Campus Records. Be there! 
Girls - Drop those pounds like the trees drop their 
leaves. Call Late Nile Aerobics, your exercise 
alternative, 433-6762. 
Each Year - Enough timber is taken out of the US 
Northwest to create a line ol log trucks 20,000 miles 
long. Help us slop the destruction. Come to today's 
EARTH meeting at 5 pm in Miller G-31. 
"I Buy Great Looking Rugbys At Barree Station For 
Only $22/ 
Vote For 89-90 Ms. Madison - This Thursday & Friday 
10-4 in WCC (across from the information desk.) 
Overworked? Got The Munchies? -Send a friend the 
KAPslresspacklOnly $8. Contact Tim or Jay, x5567. 
Rich 4 The Beatnks - Don! you guys ever shave' 
Thanks for a great weekend, but I ban Mondo Cone! 
Sybil 
Attention - Third, Fourth; Graduate students start your 
own part-lime career in a fast ■ growing business. Sales 
experience or training not necessary. For appointment 
call Anthony, 433-9402. 
Happy Birthday Sweetie! I love you, 4 I hope today is 
swell S I am sending you my biggest hug possible. 
Thank you lor being the most wonderful girlfriend in 
existence, S when you turn 64 there will be a tuna 
casserole in the oven lor you. I love you, Dah link. 
"Hey Traci • where did you gel those terrific rugbys1" 
Girls - When you go lo Highs, do the pounds go to your 
thighs'' Are the boys ol summer gone & Ihe pounds 
coming on1 Then call, Late Nile Aerobics 433-6762. 
Environment Is Life - Come help us in the restoration 
ol Ihe planet Earth's ravaged ecology today, Miller Hall, 
G-31.5 pm.  
RAS Recording Artist Eek-A-Mouse - Will be at the 
Mystic Den tonight with JMU's hottest reggae band, Full 
Stop 
See Lefty MC At MrJMiss Anchorsplash - Mon„ Nov. 
6 at 8 pm at J. Maddies. $1 at Ihe door. 
Golden Key National Honor Society - Would like lo 
congratulate 8 welcome all new members. We look 
forward to seeing you at the induction ceremony, Nov. 
13 at 5 pm in Gralton Stovall Theatre. 
ASIA - Get psyched lor Anchorsplash! Good luck! Love, 
Your Coaches. 
Bands Interested In Free Campus-Wide Exposure? - 
Call Shannon, x5528, or Beth, x5819. 
JMU Soccer - Crush UM8C 8 get that bid! Love, 
Justine, Ihe chick with the microphone.' 
Hey, Hey What Do You Know? Benetton has sweaters 
logo! 
Send-A-Scope - Secret snapshot ol that special 
someone Irom KAP Pledge class. $2. Contact Chris 
Bums, 434-1132 or Tim or Jay. x5567. 
Alpha Gam - Gel ready to rock with ihe alumnae! 
Kathy Balance - Nice outfit. Your semi-secret admirer. 
Men's Rugby - Way to go, again! UR awesome! 
Madison Women. ■  
Water Polo Alumni Game - Saturday. 10 am al Godwin 
Pool. 
MadiMmWomm'iRugby-WedklitlEdLeelovedus! 
m.ZrA, P1K* What a spooky night' The Halloween 
bash was a smash. Thanks, IK 
Frandse - Happy birthday! May you have another year 
full of slumber parties, UVA trips, geology classes 4 
Bacardi! Love, Susan. 
Hilary - Way to hurt somebody! Congrats on rugby. J. 
Anchorsplash Bash - Fri, Nov. 10. Everything at $N 
$2. See any AT lor tickets. 
Attention Greeks - Get those lips )n shape! 
Anchorsplash Kiss Cards begin Mon., Nov. 6. 
Congratulations Madison Men I Women Ruggers - 
89 Virginia State Champs! 
Do Something Fun Before The Football Game - JMU 
vs. Alumni Waler Polo. Saturday. 10 am, Godwin Pool. 
Bnng it Oxolins! 
Stephen Michael Wheat P- Happy 20th birthday. 
Peace, Love, Happiness, Tracy. 
Alpha Gam - 30 years 4 slill going strong! 
X* - We had a blast on Halloween! Thanx, AXO. 
Caf - Hope you got the other personal Good luck 
Sunday. 
Send-A-Scope - Secret snapshot ol that special 
someone Irom KAP Pledge class. $2.00 contact Chris 
Burns, 434-1132 or Tim or Jay, x5567. 
Before Temperatures Drop - Drop by Benetton for 
warm winter woolies 
Wed., Nov. 8 
I.F.C. Sponsor Night 
With Full Stop 
At J.M.'s 
Starts 9:30-10:00 
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COMICS 
CALVIN AND HOBBES -Bill Watterson RUBES -Leigh Rubin 
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Charged with the matador's murder, the 
prime suspect was grilled on the hot seat. 
But roasting his rump revealed no beef. 
His claim of self-defense wasn't bull. 
EX - Lei's win first place in Anchorsplash again! Your 
Coaches.  
Spencer - We're... sorry... we missed your birthday! 
Hope it was happy! Love, 2 Little Sigmas. 
Mouse-A-Minla Will Be Running Wild - Al the Mystic 
Den on Thurs., Nov. 2. *        „ 
AT Sisters - Dinner was great! Thanks! The Pledges. 
Coed Naked Lacrosse - T-shirts & sweatshirts 
available. Will deliver. 432-0449. 
Pitti Bucarii - Good luck in Florida. Love, Your Secret 
PaL  
Golden Key Natonal Honor Society - Would like to 
congratulate S welcome al! new members. We look 
forward to seeing you at the induction ceremony, Nov. 
13 at 5 pm in Gratton Stovall Theatre. 
AIA -Get psyched lor Anchorsplash! Good luck! Love. 
Your Coaches. 
Pant Sale - Mere' & womens', all styles. 25% of! at 
Barr-ee. 
Bugle, Carolyn, Trudi, Amanda, Al, Brian, Bean - 
Thanks for the support. What a rough three weeks! I love 
y'all. Samlam. 
X* - Thanks lor •everything" Wednesday night! It was 
Eek-A-House, Mystic Den, Nov. 2. 
Rent an A!"A Pledge- Room cleaning, $10.00 (within 
reason), x4557. 
Melissa Wiesman - Wants everyone to know yesterday 
was her birthday! 
The Water Is Rising! Af Anchorsplash '89, Nov. 6-12. 
Free Enterprise Week Is Coming Soon! - Nov. 13-17. 
Learn To Protect Yourself! - Sell-delense class taught 
by Halterman Karate. $20 for 8 lessons Call x7348 or 
433-8839.  
Overworked? Got The Munchies? Send a friend the 
KAP Slresspack! Only $8. Contact Tim or Jay, x5567 
Tickets Are Going Fast For The Eek-A-Mouse - Get 
yours while you can, rl you think you can run with the big 
dogs. No Joke. 
Due To Popular Demand - We need guest instructors 
lor Late Nite Aerobics. Work out ol your own dorm or 
apartment. Call Late Nile Aerobics. Where the customer 
comes lirsl. 433-6762. 
MouK-A-Manij - Will be running wM at the Mystic Den 
on Thurs., Nov. 2.  
Bands Interested in Free Campus-Wide Exposure? 
Cat Shannon, x5528 or Beth, x5819. 
IX Brothers- Your Little Sig Pledges love you! 
EOE-Think Well Your Anchorsplash Coaches. 
Vote For 89-90 Ms. Madison - This Thursday & Friday, 
10-4 in WCC (across Irom the information desk.) 
Eek-A Mouse, Mystic Den, Nov. 2. 
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JIUU 
Hours: 
8am - 7pm Monday and Wednesday 
8am - 5pm Tues., Thurs, Fri 
10am -4pm Saturday 
COMPUTER SALES TO 
JMU STUDENTS, FACULTY 
AND STAFF. 





wm  FOUR STAR 
PIZZA 
•   *   *   * 
On campus convenience 
for shacks and beverages 
open: 7am - midnight,  mon - fri 





(while quantites last 11 /4/89) 
GO DUKES!! 
IT'S YOUR CHANCE 
TO WIN... 
^3L 
433 - 3776 
NCL CRUISE FOR TWO 
^■>y^yi ■■-■;; 
'$1   O 95 Two Large     ' $1   O 




& Fourl6oz.       EXP1RES12/3I/89 
DrinkS ■   one coupon 
We reserve the right to oer order 
•^ limft delkrery ore^ W^ AJ^^. 
-" - - m& 
75 One Large   ^ 
One Item Pizza 
C/OTWO Large 
One Item Pizzas I 






&   Four 16 OZ. I 
Drinks 
We reserve the nght to _ 
limit delivery areo.P 
COUPON   ■    IB    IB 
«PV i 5 One Large 
C_^    One Item Pizza 
6k Four 16oz. 
£T95Large Deluxe*   I 
I   {_/        Large Pepperoni ■ 
EXPWS .2/31/89   Pizzas & Four 16 
one coupon oz. Drinks 
■•r order We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area. ■ 
COUPON ■   ■■   rji 
VIVITAR 
35 MM CAMERA 
«P*> 
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE 
THOUSANDS OF FOUR STAR 
PRIZES AND DISCOUNTS 
GET YOUR FOUR STAR GAME CARD NOW 
AND PLAY TO WIN! 
GAME CARDS AVAILABLE AT 
ALL PARTICIPATING FOUR STAR PIZZA LOCATIONS 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST • NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
SEE COMPLETE RULES AT PARTICIPATING LOOmONS 
■ EXPIRES 12/31/89 Drinks        i 
one coupon We reserve the right to ■ one coupon We reserve the right to 
I     per order limit deivery area _    per order limit delivery area 





Two Big 12" 
Subs & Two   | 
16 oz. Drinks 
W NORWEGIAN 
.^Ki CRUISE LINE 
The Pleasure Ships USAir 
We reserve me rtghtjp 
limit delivery orea. 
COUPON 
"Coca-Cola", "Coke" and (he Dynamic Ribbon device arc trademarks of 
The Coca Cola Company 
Help the alumnus find his way to old friends, 
festivities and favorite hangouts 
* 
START HERE, 
watch out for 
construction 
Saturday: JMU vs. 
Georgia Southern n 
You're locked out of 








Enjoy the Best of 
the'Burg.. .p. 13 
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Best of the 'Burg 
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"Completing the Cycle" 
Page 23 
Sports (continued)  •    ; 
Page 25 
Game Profile ^ 
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Staff photo by JOHN SANDHOFER 
Wilson Hall still Is a campus landmark. 
Welcome back, 
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Some 1984 graduates take In past Homecoming activities. HI© photo 
The roles are reversBd as 
grads come back to teach 
By Leslie Green 
staff writer  
It was her first social event as an administrator at 
JMU. It was a big bash at the Phillips Center for all of 
the faculty and administrators. The youngest one there, 
she remembers thinking how weird it was to be at this 
fancy party all dressed up, when the last time she was 
there as a student, dressed in jeans, drinking beer and 
listening to the Jellyfish Blues Band. Giggling, Laura 
Lee Niswander, a 1986 JMU graduate, recalls, "I 
laughed the whole way home." 
The picture of a JMU professor partying at the 
Phillips Center may seem strange. Yet it may be 
possible that the very professor you will see in class 
today went to JMU as a student, too. In fact, many of 
the faculty have changed their role from student to 
faculty at JMU and at other schools where they pursued 
their advanced degrees. 
"It was my final dream come true," says Sandra 
Woodfin, a 1986 graduate. AH through her 
undergraduate and graduate studies, Woodfin wanted to 
teach at JMU. Finally at 10 a.m., on Aug. 30 her 
dream became a reality, as she walked in to teach her 
first class — Marketing 400. 
While the first day of teaching can be exciting, it 
also can be scary. Dr. Cecil Bradfield, a 1968 graduate 
who now teaches sociology, can attest to this. He 
remembers his first class was an 8 a.m. lecture with 
over 100 people in it. With his knees knocking, he 
addressed the class with a friendly, "Happy Monday 
morning!" A student replied, "Don't try to be cute." 
Whether it was exciting or scary, these teachers and 
several others at JMU went through big changes. They 
had to make the transition from student to teacher at 
their alma mater. 
Niswander says, "I still wanted to do all of the 
bee-bop things you do when you are a student, but at 
the same time it is a different life when you work from 
eight to five. You don't have as much desire to do 
student-type things."      -»*» 
Yet even though they had to leave behind crazy 
parties, dorm life, midnight calls to Domino's and 
all-night talks with roommates, these former students 
still have the comfort of familiar surroundings. 
Woofin says, "You know where all the buildings are, 
you know where all the computer centers are, you 
know who to call when there is a problem, and you 
know where your classroom is. These are really big 
advantages, and you don't realize how big they are until 
you have them." 
For Rick Crawley, a 1982 graduate who now teaches 
music, knowing JMU through a student's eyes gave 
him an advantage over other new faculty. "I had a little 
edge on people because I didn't have to go through and 
learn 50 or 60 names." 
Niswander finds that being a JMU alumnus helps her 
relate to other students. "They are in the same 
environment that I was in as student." 
Teaching at your alma mater can cause problems in 
student-teacher relations. Several of these faculty found 
it difficult to teach people they knew before as friends. 
See GRADS page 9> 
Looking back on 
their alma mater 
/ - 
By Mandy Dlxon 
staff writer 
"I'm sure I wouldn't be where I am if I hadn't had 
such a good start at JMU," says Dr. Dorothy 
Harris, who graduated from Madison College in 
1953. "I think that's where it all began." 
The physical education and art major is now a 
professor of exercise and sports science at Penn 
State. She has written several books, had over 50 
journal articles published, and has lectured in over 
20 different countries on the subject of sports 
psychology. 
As a recipient of the Fulbright Schorarship, she 
traveled to the University of Vienna last year to 
examine the psychological effects of exercise on 
athletes. She also used her knowledge in sports 
psychology on athletes at the U.S. Olympic 
Training of 1980, the year the U.S. boycotted the 
games under President Carter. 
"I'm sure I owe a great deal to Madison College," 
Harris says, attributing her success partly to the 
"good basic liberal arts program" at alma mater. 
Harris last visited JMU in September for an 
alumni leadership conference and noticed many 
changes in the school's physical structure since she 
graduated 36 years ago. She's watched Madison 
grow "from the graystone quadrangle to all the 
assorted architectural structures" found today. 
Harris-'says she is thankful to JMU for giving 
women the option of taking leading roles in the 
1950s, a time when this was not the norm. "We did 
have the opportunity to assume leadership," Harris 
says. 
And what advice does she have for current 
undergraduates at JMU? 
"Learn as much as you can," she says."and get 
involved in as many things as you can." 
Jean Copeland, a member of the class of 1958, 
now owns Chesterfield Child Development 
Centers, Inc. 
Copeland says she changed her major several 
times before deciding on elementary education. 
"Even back in the '50's, there were people who 
didn't know what they wanted to do," she says. 
Before opening her chain of day care centers in 
1981, Copeland taught and supervised elementary 
education in Chesterfield for a total of 26 years. 
"JMU gave me a good foundation for the teaching 
profession," she says. "Had I not gotten that 
foundation, I probably would not have been as 
successful in public education." 
Copeland attended her 30th class reunion last 
year. Like Harris, she noticed many changes. 
"Predominantly, the buildings have just sprung up 
all over the place," she says, noting that 
"expansion is for the betterment of JMU." 
For those interested in careers simlar to 
Copeland's, she says, "I think the public education 
career is far more demanding now, but I would 
think JMU would still be an outstanding choice." 
Anne Duncan, a 1984 graduate, also has advice for 
students. "Work hard and work smart," the business 
See ALUMNI page 9> 
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Shoney's Breakfast Rated #1! 
*sc^g ' In Cities all Across America 
'-» 
Slioncy s Conies in First 
•MARKinriUST. 
S$5i » 
In cities all across America, Shoney's Breakfast Bar has been rated the best in town. 
The best in quality. The best in variety. The best in just about everything. 
Wake up to the news. All the delicious items — from the sizzling bacon to the delicious fresh fruit 
- are ready and waiting just for you. At Shoney's. 
SHONEYg 
Best Breakfest in Town 
rr 
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Surprise 
Harrisonburg is not what it used to be 
By Debl Perez 
staff writer 
Those people returning to Harrisonburg and JMU 
for the first time in 10 years have a few surprises 
awaiting them. 
For one thing, the city has almost tripled its size in 
the time span. "In 1979, Harrisonburg had a 
population of 19,000 — including the Madison 
enrollment — and the city covered six square miles," 
said Bob Sullivan, Harrisonburg city planner. "In 
1983, annexation pushed the boundaries past the 
interstate to 17.4 [square] miles." 
The population of Harrisonburg in 1989 is 28,300. 
not including JMU's approximately 10,000 students. 
Driving around the area shows some of the more 
evident changes. For example, the former TKE 
fraternity house is now the Joshua Wilton House, a 
posh restaurant and bed-and-breakfast- 
Grocery stores abound in Harrisonburg. Down on 
South Main Street there is the Dukes Plaza Shopping 
Center, featuring a Super Fresh with live lobster and 
trout swimming around in tanks. This is a far cry 
' from the old days when Mrs. Paul's sold the only fish 
in town. 
For people who remember Valley Mall being built 
in an empty field shortly before they graduated, the 
empty field is there no more. Instead the area contains 
plenty of new construction, predominantly office 
buildings. 
There also is a new Kroger in the Spotswood 
Valley Shopping Center across from the mall off of 
Market Street. Down the street from the mall is 
i Skyline Village with a Hcchinger's and a GeeBee's, 
and Market Square East on the other side of the mall 
contains a Food Lion. 
In addition to a shopping center on virtually every 
comer, apartment complexes have sprung up on every 
other street. Remember the vast emptiness of Port 
Republic Road? Treasure those memories — the 
empty space is gone. Hunter's Ridge now has 
townhouses and condominiums on the right side, and 
Ashby Crossing's apartments take up the left side of 
the road. 
University Place and Olde Mill Village are located 
on South Ave. Madison Manor, College Station and 
Madison Garden Apartments also have sprung up 
around the city. 
But alumni not looking to live here permanently 
will find hotels have been built and expanded since 
they last saw Harrisonburg. The Sheraton expanded in 
1982, adding 40 rooms. Shoney's added a new hotel 
and moved its restaurant, which used to be where 
Pargo's currently is, next door three years ago. The 
Hampton Inn was built on University Boulevard. The 
Regency hotel was built on Port Republic Road, and 
the bar and restaurant below the hotel — the Gandy 
Dancer and the Train Station — burned down this 
summer. 
But even with all this new construction, Sullivan 
observed. There's still not enough hotel rooms for 
Parent's Weekend" 
While back in town, alumni may want to sample 
D-hall to bring back some memories. But they can 
start sampling the "umpteen additional fast food 
places" Harrisonburg has to offer, as Sullivan likes to 
refer to them. 
In addition to McDonald's, Taco Bell, Arby's and 
the others, Harrisonburg now has Shoncy's, Pargo's 
— the place to go for "spirited" food, as their 
advertisements claim — and OToole's, a casual 
restaurant with a dance floor. 
And of course, what would any college reunion be 
without pizza? In addition to Ciro's, Luigi's and Pizza 
Hut, which were all here 10 years ago, there are now 
Gatti's, Four Star, two Little Caesar's and two 
Domino's. 
For those alumni who decide to try campus food, 
the new PC Dukes might be just the fast food they're 
looking for. By going to Dukes, they can check out 
all the new building both on and off campus. 
See CHANGES page 11 > 
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WELCOME BACK ALUMNI 
SOME AND TRY 
YEE'S WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
BUFFET 
■ ■ ■ 
GHT HOT k>OD ITEMS 
FRUIT & SALAD BAR— 
-SOUP INCLUDED— 




You have to 
Drive it 
to Believe it! 
Introducing the All New 
1990 Honda Accord Sedan 
The new 1990 Honda Accord Sedan Is bigger 
and better, inside and out. 
But that's Just the beginning! 
Harrisonburg Honda Invites you to come in 
today and experience a test drive of the car 
you've always wanted. 
In Itoch *nd re*dy for Immediate delivery. 
703/433-14*7 
We treat 
you right. Honda 2675 S. Mam Street 
•*> 
|«t»»»vrWtt»tt»tlllVlll*ti»l»*Ve*«t«t««^*»rir**»iill» (!»«•■■••*« UUttlMHHIIHtlM»ll»H^ 
,„,    •• - ►   - .. > .. ..  I-, . ..I) # • • • • 
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LOW Rental       Company or Individual 
Rent-a-Car     Rates Rentals 
A PLAN AND RATE TO FIT YOUR 
NEEDS 
SPECIALISTS IN INSURANCE 
REPLACEMENTS 
LOW DAILY RENTAL RATES 
LOU ZIEGLER 
RENTACAR 
RENT BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH 
1731 S. MAIN ST. 434-4100 HARRISONBURG 
• CHECKS ACCEPTE& • 
Call Us! 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle 
433-3111 
22 Terri Drive 
Delivery Area Limited 
To°Assure Safe Driving 
WERE  OPEN  FRIDAY,  SATURDAY &   SUNDAY FOR  LUNCH 
and 
WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS COUPONS...ASK FOR  DETAILS 
Large 1-ltem 
Coupon good for one large 16" one- 
item pizza (12 slices! for just S8.75, 
tax included. 
One coupon per order. 




Coupon good for one medium 12" 
Pan Pizza (8 slice*) with Double 
Cheese plus one extra ftem of your 
choice for $7.50, tax included. 
One coupon per order. 
Not good with any other offer. 
Expires  11/18/89 
Medium 1-ltem: 
I Coupon good for one medium 12" 
l one-item pizza (8 slices) for just 
■ $6.95, tax included. 
I One coupon per order 
■ Not good with any other offer. ■ 
Expires  11/18/89 
Small 1-ltem 
Coupon good for one small 10" 
one-item pizza (6 slices) plus one 16 
oz. bottle of Coca-Cola for just 
$5.95, tax included. 
One coupon per order. 
Not good with any other offer 






Friday and Saturday 5pm - 10pm 
• Prime Rib • Assorted Vegetables 
• Snow Crab Legs • Dinner Rolls 
• Steamed Spiced Shrimp • Clam Chowder 
• Baked and Fried Fish • Salad Bar 
Tempting Dessert Table 
$11.95    $10.76    $3.95 
Adults Senior Citizens     12 & Under 
#^ofcxSax)Sw»v 
Harrison burg   434-9981 





We're new in the neighborhood VJ. 11.   L «3 
and brought along a few house- 
warming gifts to help us get acquainted. Stop by our place, 
NEIGHBORS CONVENIENCE STORE S EXXON STATION, 
and register to win a Gasoline-Powered Superflo Race Car for 
the kids, a Sony Car Stereo from Crutchfields for mom and dad. 
and $100 worth of gasoline for the family car. 
On the Comer of East Market St. and Cantrell Ave. 
Clip here and redeem at   NEIGHBORS. 
This coupon h> good for 
SUXJ credit on purchases 
over $3.00 at NEIGH- 
BORS CONVENIENCE 
STORE t EXXON STA- 
TION, comer ol East . 
Market St. and Cantrell 
Ave. 
Not good toward 
purchase ol gasoline or 
Superflo Motor Oil. 
Expiration Date: 
November II, 1989. 
One Per Customer 
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Don't let it 
pass you by 
schedule of events for 
Homecoming weekend 
COMPILED BY JENNIFER POWELL 
Homecoming is a time for JMU alumni, students, 
faculty and friends to share experiences and make new 
memories. With this in mind, here's a look at 
activities planned for this weekend. 
Friday 
From 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., the art faculty will 
present an exhibition in Duke Fine Arts Center's 
Sawhill Gallery. 
Later in the evening, from 5 to 6 p.m., there will 
be a reception for the Honors Program alumni at 
HillcresL 
The annual Homecoming Block Show, sponsored 
by Alpha Phi Alpha and featuring black Greek 
organizations will be held at the Convocation Center 
at 8 p.m. Admission is $5. 
FromJO p.m.- to 2 a.m. there is a Homecoming 
dance at the Phillips Center. Admission is $5. 
Saturday 
The alumni band will rehearse at Chandler Hall's 
reception room at 7:30 a.m. 
WMRA is having an all-day open house at the 
studioln Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
Most academic departments will hold alumni 
receptions and open houses. 
ThejTiistory department reception begins at 9 a.m. 
on [he second floor of Jackson Hall.   ' 
The living science department's open house is in 
the Moody Hall lounge. 
Front 10 a.m. to noon, the geology and geography 
open house and luncheon will be held in Miller Hall 
room 224. 
The nursing department will hold a brunch at the 
Spotswood Country Gub at 10:30 a.m. 
The JMU Festival will begin at 10:30 a.m. on 
Godwin Field. The festival will feature entertainment, 
clowns, face painting and many other activities. 
Alumni chapters, football alumni, the College of 
Business, and the departments of secondary education, 
library science and school administration all will 
have their receptions at the festival. 
The alumni resident advisers' and hall directors' 
reception will be at 11 a.m. in Chandler Hall's 
Recreation Room. 
At 1:30 p.m., football fans can watch the Dukes 
take on Georgia Southern at the JMU Stadium. Ms. 
Madison will be crowned and the alumni band will 
perform at half time. 
The "Fifth Quarter," featuring an alumni reception, 
will take place after the game, from 4:30 to 7:30 
p.m., in Chandler Hall's Shenandoah Room. Special 
guests will be the reunion classes of 1974, 1979, 
1984 and 1989. 
Also at 4:30 p.m., the chemistry alumni reception 
will-be held at the Spots wood Country Club. The 
social work post-game reception will be held at Greg 
Versen's home, 1535 Hillcrest Drive. Call x6980 if 
you plan to attend. 
The communication department alumni reception 
wiH be held after the game in room 12 of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
The Art Alumni Big Blast Party will start at 8 p.m. 
in the Duke Fine Arts Center. Cost is $10. Food, 
beverages and entertainment will be provided. 
Comedian Bob Goldthwait will perform at the 
Convocation Center at 8 p.m. Admission is $12.50 
in advance, $14.50 at the door. 
The evening will end with a cabaret at the Phillips 
Center at 10 p.m. 
inrs 
• 24 Hour Service 
• Vans Available for Groups 
Package Delivery Available 
Open Saturday 
11/4/89 9am - 5pm 
Register for drawings for 
FREE merchandise 
sstsssssss 




has moved again 
COME AND SEE US AT 59 S. LIBERTY 
ST. AND GET $2.00 OFF ANY T-SHIRT 
WITH THIS AD. 
STUDENTS & ALUMNI QUALIFY 
w 
\&^4se*&se>esG^* 1 
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Lote of locally made items 
%. large selection of craft supplies 
Qift ideas for Christmas 
51- £ 'Burgess Ifyad 
'Harrisonburg, ^A 22801 'BesidtSfumeys 434-4907 
\sKmstw\% 
BUY A TICKET! 
£12. Contact any AXP or 
TKE brother or call: Mark 
x5508. Brian x5698. Ken 
434-7645. On sale until Mon. 
No v 6th. 
AIL YOU CAN EAT! 
•Roast Barbecued Duck 
•Steamed Spiced Blue Crabs 
•Steamed Cherrystone Oysters 
•Raw and Roasted Oysters 
• 100% Beef Burgers and Dogs 
WHEN/WHERE IS IT?! 
Nov. 12 at U.S. Rt. 11 South Rockingham 
Fairgrounds. 4 miles from JMU on Main 
BAND: GLASS ONION 
FOOD! LIVE MUSIC! FUN! BUY A TICKET TODAY! BE THERE! 
* * 





FUEL SAVING RADIALS 




, WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
BALANCING 









AIR CONDITIONING Sf RVICF 
BLUE RIDGE TIRE. INC. 
SERVING THE AREA SINCE J 970 
I- ESEHE3 434-5935 
• Fxcepitonoi peiio/mance 
• Sup+il> design 
• Dependable quality 
All SERVICES BY PROFESSIONALS 
FREE MOUNTING        ffj} jiN 
WITH PURCHASE        \\T^g  Heishman s 
*--» *o *»j *.•.. v..#*;•- «. •.» «v -v *-•-» •• - - 
_ *  ■ m ■ 
I A'.' MAI'Kf ' AI FURNACF «n    MARHISONRuHG 
«»_ »»   11     '.   I'    * k»   . i. 
<o *V *'-> *•' *•!* *'•■ >V *-"^    '* ■ 
'^Berkeley 
Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg 
f>. end Gardens* 
Welcomes JMU 
Alumni 
We Invite you to Stop By 
Our New Office on 
1373 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va 22801 
or call 
703-4341876 
Invest in your Alma Mater, 
By investing in Harrisonburg 
UNIVERSITY PLACE — THE 
MOST POPULAR JMU STUDENT 
COMMUNITY. 
Three and four bedroom units 
available, furnished or 
unfurnished. SOME AT 1986 
PRICES ($54,900)! Call Mike 
Patrick today! 
OWNER FINANCING 
AVAILABLE on this COLLEGE 
STATION unit. All brick 
construction featuring 4 
bedrooms and 2 baths. All 
appliances and furnishings for 
5 persons included. $79,900. 
Contact Mike Patrick. 
MADISON MANOR — 2 & 3 
Bedroom Condos. Prices 
Reduced and some owner 
financing available. Call our 
office for more details. 
703-434-1876 
GRADUATING? GETTING 
MARRIED? This 3-bedroom 2 
1/2 bath brick townhome with 
a den, home-office, or 
"Mother-in-Law's Suite is an 
excellent investment In your 
future. Located in a quality 
neighborhood convenient to 
businesses, shops, and schools. 
$82,900. 
Grads  
> (Continued from page 3) 
Marilou Johnson, a 1980 JMU 
graduate who now teaches 
communication, says this kind of 
situation is difficult. "There is this 
whole notion of 'should I be Mrs. 
Johnson or should I be Marilou?" She 
decided it would be better to be "Mrs. 
Johnson" so that the other classmates 
would feel that they were equal and that 
there were no favorites. 
Woodfin also remembers teaching 
classes in which she was friends with 
some of the students. She worried about 
students defining the difference between 
her being "their professor in the 
classroom and their friend outside of the 
classroom." 
Being a former student at JMU helped 
these new faculty prepare them to teach 
class. 
Crawley says, "I try my best to keep 
the student's viewpoint in mind." He 
even adjusts scheduling around 
important weekends like Homecoming 
and Parents' Weekend. He schedules his 
midterm early so that when midterm 
time comes, his students have a little 
time to relax. In fact, he even looks at 
the university calendar when scheduling 
tests and papers. He remembers what it 
was like to be a student 
With a student's view fresh in her 
mind, Johnson constantly asks herself, 
"Now when I was a student, how would 
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Alumni 
this have been to me?" She remembers 
how crazy a student's schedule can be, 
and she tries to set realistic goals so her 
students can achieve and do well. 
Once they got the teaching job, these 
alumni had to interact with their former 
professors, who are now colleagues. 
For some, it was hard to get used to 
calling them by their first name. 
Johnson had a tough time calling 
Charlie Turner, a professor of 
communication, by his first name. "I'm 
not going to answer you till you call 
me Charlie," he would reply. 
Despite the dilemma of whether to 
use First or last names, Johnson found it 
easy to work with people she- already 
knew. Even though she knew them 
before, and in different roles, there 
already was a common bond or 
friendship they shared that only an 
alumnus would have with former 
teachers. 
Even though these former students 
may have questioned how the faculty 
would see them when they came back to 
teach, they say there has been no 
problem. They were accepted as 
colleagues right away. They brought a 
fresh perspective, a student's viewpoint, 
to teaching, advising and faculty 
meetings. As one colleague said to 
Johnson, "I love it when you put on 
your student hat in faculty meetings." 
> (Continued from page 3) 
major says, noting that her education 
at JMU was "one that really prepared 
me well." 
Duncan now has two positions in 
Atlanta — she's the executive director 
of the Atlanta Sports Council and also 
the director of sports for the Atlanta 
organizing committee for the 1996 
Olympic Games. 
Under the sports program, she hosts 
events, coordinates various activities 
and works with professional and 
college organizations in Atlanta. Her 
other position involves "just about 
anything" related to getting Atlanta the 
1996 Olympic Games. 
How has Duncan become such a 
success in the five years since 
graduation? 
"You have to be a real generalist in 
this kind of environment," she 
explains. This is especially true in the 
world of sports, a field "where the 
cream really rises to the top." 
She advises students to be assertive 
and well-rounded if they want to be 
successful in the working world. "You 
have to outpace and out-perform," she 
says. 
Duncan says she'll have to miss this 
year's Homecoming because of her 
busy work schedule, despite the fact 
that she "really wanted to come this 
year." 
Harris also will miss out oh the 
weekend of festivities. But, she 
explains, "The Homecoming isn't the 
same for us old grads." 
After all, she says, in 1953, Madison 
College didn't even have a football 
team. 
Welcome Back Alumni! 
Have a great 
Homecoming weekend. 
The Breeze 




in less than 
24 hours 
,»■ 
For detail! on weight* and alxa limits, 
(till rout* and rata information, call 
434-6437. 
Greyhound regular Package Ex- 
press Service, in many cases, can 
send your packages up to 500 
miles in less than 24 hours. Best 
of all, Greyhound Package Ex- 
press costs a lot less than many 
other shipping services. 
PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
1£fGREYHOUND 
OAZP.QP, 






Nov. 3rd & 4th 
10% - 50% off all items 
434-7234 1544 E. Market St. Near 81 and the Sheraton 









624 Hawkins Street 
.VmiuiiiiiiiMi  
H iii   Dffiigtif! 
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Craving Quick Copies 
at Lower Prices? 
Discover Duke's Duplicates!!! 
Fall Hours 
7 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday - Thursday 
7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Friday 
Phone: 568-3908 
^™*^*c! n lll!lll.'l Jl Sl'fr « rs ip^Sg 
Located Beside 
Greek Row 
I IL- _ J rtf^r 
^ 
Price*: 
81/2 x 11 white paper     one sided   04 
two sided .06 
colored paper     one sided  .05 
two sided   07 




two sided .08 
onesided .07 
two sided .09 
Duke's Duplicates 
Serving all students, faculty and staff of 
the JMU community 
fife accept Flex account*. 
VALLEY MALL 
1925 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 
434-1660 
Let our experienced staff help you in your 
vacation and business travel throughout the 
world! 
Orlando - 3 nights 
includes air/hotel/rental car 
from $274.00 +A. 
Cruise the Caribbean 
7 nights 
savings from $300.00 - $600.00 through mid 
     ' December+• 
CanCUn -7 nights 
includes air/hotel/departure taxes 
from $299.00 +A. 
ASK ABOUT OUR LOW FARES TO EUROPE! 
London $329.00 Paris   $419.00 
Madrid $449.00 Rome $509.00 •*< 
(•free ticket and document delivery; ^prices based upon availability; 





Beat Georgia Southern 
ALL STUDENTS GET 
20% OFF 





For College Students 







PERMANENT DISCOUNT CARD 
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Changes  
► (Continued Irom pago 5) 
For instance, Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
started using its new parking deck this year. 
In 1982, it built an addition which gave it 
maternity and physical therapy wards, and a new front 
lobby, moving the main entrance from Mason Street 
to Cantrell St 
The hospital also has started a hospice program and 
a women's health program, with childbirth ecucation 
and treatments for breast cancer and menopause side 
effects. In addition, an ambulatory surgery unit 
allowing patients to have minor operations without 
an overnight visit is now part of Rockingham. 
The hospital also has started helicoptering seriously 
injured patients to the University of Virginia. The 
helicopter currently lands on the JMU soccer field by 
X-lot, but a new landing pad will be cleared for use 
on Mason Street next to the new cancer center. 
The center will treat patients using several methods, 
said Merv Webb, vice president of development for 
. the hospital. These methods include cobalt therapy, 
chemotherapy and radiation with a linear acclerator. 
Not all die changes in Harrisonburg have been on 
the surface. As Angela LaVanway, executive vice 
president of the Chamber of Commerce, said, The 
only thing that hasn't changed is the unemployment 
rate." The rate was 3.6 percent in 1979 and 3.7 
percent in April 1989. 
LaVanway commented on the increased variety of 
shopping places, restaurants and art in Harrisonburg 
in the last 10 years, which she said worries some 
people. 
"Some people moved here because it was quiet, 
rural and small," LaVanway said. They are concerned 
because of the rapid growth and changes they are 
seeing." 
This rapid growth in rural areas is becoming known 
among demographers as "Fairfaxing," after the 
northern Virginia suburb of Washington D.C. 
LaVanway said. 
Roger Baker, assistant city manager, believes 
"Maybe we are growing a little bit too fast, but a 
city's growth is a little like a 90th birthday. The 
alternative is worse." 
Residents care for this area because most have lived 
here for a long time. 
"So many people are involved in community 
activities," LaVanway said. "There is a long-term 
point of view here, not like Arlingon. Residents here 
are very permanent." 
LaVanway isn't too concerned that Harrisonburg 
will suffer a population explosion. 
"The mountains form a natural barrier," LaVanway 
said. "I don't think we'll turn into a Fairfax or 
McLean." While she sees Harrisonburg continuing to 
grow, "We're not going to end up with glass and 
metal skyscrapers," she said. 
Terry Denton, of Demon's Furniture, has noticed a 
big change in her customers in the last 10 years. 
Ten years ago everybody knew everybody," Denton 
said. "You knew all your customers by name. People 
bought Early American styles across the board. Now 
they are getting into more contemporary styles. 
"The customers are more style conscious. Often, 
they've moved from a big city and want that look in 
the pattern and texture. People are more transient now 
and are exposed to more sophistication," Denton said. 
She also noticed that women involved in careers and 
families cannot spend as much time decorating their 
homes. Instead, they are making use of customer 
services stores offer over the telephone where the 
store does the decorating. 
Denton believes Harrisonburg's relationship with 
JMU is "one of the most wonderful ones anyone 
could have. JMU is interested in working with the 
townspeople. With all Dr. Carrier has to do, his door 
is always open, and he is very caring for the 
community and its citizens." 
As a rule, Denton is pleased with the present 
student body. "Of course there will be a few bad eggs 
with a large number of young people, but you will 
Fmd that anywhere. Overall, JMU students are quite 
well-received." 
Support the Dukes! Watch them take on 
Georgia Southern tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in the stadium, 
WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH 
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va. 
'  (Across from Midway Market) 
THE  STUDENT'S  PHARMACY 
• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs. 
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist, 
nurse, or dietician. 
.Williamsorfs Bring this ad in for 
a 10% Discount 
to students with I.D. 
^jkWE HEALTH 
Tel:   434-2372       Approved Charge Accounts Welcome 
—g 
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GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY 
1596 S. Main Street   (Mick or Mack Complex) 
Our Family is happy to provide the best coin laundry possible. 
Modern - Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value 
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE! 
38 washers • 22 new, modem American 
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows time 
and temperature • Accepts dimes & quarters • 
Controlled Atmosphere for Year round comfort • 
Cable TV • Lounge & Snack area • Restroom • 
Coin changer • Plenty of folding area • Soap vending 
machine • Plenty of Hot Water • Attendant on Duty 




(10 mln. for 25t) 
[Convenient Hours: Daily 6am - 9:30pm 
f Last load 8:45pm 433-1566 
PRINTING 
For fill Your Printing, 
Graphics, & Office 
Supply Nreds. 
Welcome Alumni 
Good Luck Dukes!!! 
35 K«nmor« St.     Harriionburg, Vfl     433-2828 
If you have not seen our New and Exciting 
townhouse plans, NOW Is the time to come 
and see why a lot of your friends and 
classmates feel Hunters Ridge is the #1 
place to live. 
Hurry ■ Only a few units remain! 
Hunters Ridge Management   715 Port Republic Rd.   Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
(703)434-5150   Hours:  10am - 5pm Monday - Friday 
Compare these features 
•Easy walking distance to campus 
•Convenient to shopping 
•JMU bus service every 15 minutes 
•On-site property management 
•Security service nightly 
•Monthly cleaning service 
•Completely equipped kitchen Including: 
microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator 
with ice maker, and range. 
•JMU bus service every 15 minutes 
•Washer/Dryer in each unit 
•Private decks or patios 
•Custom blinds at all windows 
•Plush CarpeUng 
•Furnished and unfurnished units 
•On-site security 
•Basketball and sand volleyball courts 




A PREMIER SALON 
(703) 434-5623 
16 Newman Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
NEXT DOOR TO REMINISCE 
From the 
Shenandoah valley 
to central Virginia's 
Piedmont foothills, 
Real Estate III 
simply sells 
more homes 
than anyone else. 




We all have, at one time or another, complained about something in 
Harrisonburg. Some people don't like the "No Cruising" policy on the main 
drags and still others turn up their noses at the dog-food like aroma 
permeating the air when It rains. 
Despite having to live with these trials and tribulations, JMU students 
found,plenty of redeeming qualities of this town we call home nine 
months of the year.   
In The Breeze's "Best of the 'Burg* survey, 308 randomly selected JMU 
students made their picks on their favorite Harrisonburg hangouts. More 
practical categories included substitutes for services traditionally taken 
care of by Mom and Dad, like doing laundry and changing the oil. 
So, never again will you wonder where everyone else is at 5 p.m. on a 
Friday afternoon or why you're still sporting the Dorothy Hamill 'do. 
JM's 
— best place to go from 4 to 7 p.m. on Friday 
• Where 133 of 263 students would like to be. 
After a rough week of classes, students like to 
unwind at J M's Pub and Deli, located across from the 
Main St. entrance to JMU. 
jM's starts getting crowded around 4 p.m. and stays 
busy until 8:30 or 9 p.m., when students make their 
way to parties. 
"JM's is a great place to kick back and start the 
weekend," says Bob West 
"I like to go there because a lot of the people who 
go there are Greek, and I already know them," says 
senior Kakhi Hickey. "It's nice because there are 
people there from different fraternities and sororities, 
and it's a chance to hang out with them all." 
Proper I J). is required to get in. 
Runners Up — take a nap or go home 
Unusual Replies — "comic book shop" and 
Super Fresh 
u 
Stall onoto by LAWRENCE JACKSOM 
Thefavorrtt Friday afternoon hangout wnltoJM'sPub>"<*P«Hrtt,ttrt.vtt>,^^.>,v..... ,..>. ... I 
»MMI1' 
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BEST* 
ftftha      Tl of t e 
'BURG 
  Staff graphic by ESSEN DAL EY 
Skyline Drive 
- best place to go for a Sunday drive 
The natural beauty attracted 131 of 237 votes. 
/. 
The best place for a Sunday afternoon drive is 
Skyline Drive. Skyline Drive is a 105-mile 
scenic route in the Blue Ridge Mountains. The 
drive offers a spectacular view. The visitors' 
centers are open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Lodging includes Big Meadows Lodge and 
Skyland Lodge. Skyland Lodge, located at the 
highest point on the drive, offers hotel rooms. 
cottages, entertainment and a restaurant. 
Skyline Drive can be accessed from JMU on 
Highway 33 East. Road signs will direct the 
way. It also is easily accessible on 1-64,1-66 and 
1-81. 
Runners Up — Reddish Knob and Rt. 33 
Unusual Replies — George Washington 
National Forest and Switzer Dam 
Pargo's 
— best place to take your 
parents to dinner 
• Choice of 128 of 299 voters. 
Pargo's restaurant serves a variety of 
foods such as steak, prime rib, chicken, 
sandwiches and seafood. 
Pargo's is a comfortable, open 
restaurant, featuring bright decorations 
surrounded by nice plants and greenery. 
Dress is casual, but no ripped jeans or 
cut-off shirts are allowed. 
Located at 1691 E. Market St., Pargo's 
is open Monday through Thursday from 
11:30 a.m. to 12 a.m., Friday and 
Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 2 a.m., and 
on Sunday from 10:30 a.m. until 12 p.m. 
Runners Up — Joshua Wilton House 
and L'ltalia 
Unusual replies — D-hall and 
Burger King JMU students enjoy 
•   N 
Preston's 
— best place to have drycleaning done 
• 27 of 55 voters preferred Preston's. 
According to the survey, the place to take those 
dirty clothes when you're loo lazy to do laundry is 
Preston's Cleaners. Located at 137 Carlton St., 
Preston's is open from 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 days a 
week. Preston's not only provides same-day service 
for dry cleaning, but also has a two-day alteration 
service. Prices range from SI .75 for a tie to $8.50 and 
up for formal dresses. 
Runners Up — White Way Cleaners and One 
Hour Valet 
Unusual Replies — "home" and "a girl's house" 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
Reddish Knob 
— best place to watch the sunset 
• It offered the most panoramic view to 175 
of 280 students. 
Take a ride into the sunset. The Best of the 'Burg 
survey showed the best place to watch night fall is 
at Reddish Knob. At 4,397 feet. Reddish Knob 
offers a 360 degree view. of the Appalachian 
countryside. Directions to Reddish Knob: Take 
Virginia 257 west to Virginia Rt. 924. Continue 
west to the top of the mountain and turn on to 
Forest Road 85. Follow it south over the Augusta 
County line, where Reddish Knob will be found. 
Runners Up — Skyline Drive and Newman 
Lake / 






— best place to leave the dial on your radio 
• Stormin'Norman and Mike Gastineau 
attracted 95 voters of the 206 total. \ 
■ 
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)omino's 
— best place to get a late-night pizza 
• A runaway with 200 of 285 votes. 
Domino's is offering a new pizza especially 
for students. It is a 10-inch pizza for $5.25 
plus tax. It also offers 12-inch medium and 
16-inch large pizzas. Students can chose from a 
variety of toppings for $1.05 each, and have 
Classic Coke delivered with their pizza as well. 
Domino's guarantees delivery within 30 
minutes, or you get $3 off your order. They 
offer quality service which is centered around 
JMU students. 
There are two locations — 31 Miller Circle 
at 433-2300, and 22 Terry Drive at 433-3111. 
Hours are Monday through Thursday from 4 
p.m. to 1 a.m., Friday and Saturday from 11 
a.m. to 2 a.m., and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 1 
a.m. 
Runners Up — Gatti's and Four- Star 
Unusual Replies — Pizza Baron 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
Joy taking their parents to Pargo's for dinner. 
Most of the radios on the JMU campus appear to be 
set to Q101. "They have a wide variety," says 
freshman Shaun Galang, who is originally from the 
Harrisonburg area. Stephanie Cline, a Weyers Cave 
native, says, "I've always listened to Q101." 
Runners Up — 105.1 and FM 93 
Unusual Replies — "anything but Q101," and a 
general consensus that there is "no good listening 
in the 'Burg." 
Staff graphic by MARK HUGHES 
Staff photo by JOHN SANDHOFER 
Sky yogurt served up the favorite yogurt. 
Sky Yogurt       \ 
— best place to get frozen yogurt 
• Sky Yogurt narrowly defeated XCBY, drawing 
125 votes to TCBY's 120 of the 288total votes. 
Students with a sweet tooth like to go to Sky 
Yogurt, located in Duke's Plaza. Although TCBY is a 
popular alternative, sophomore Johnny Bau says, "I 
think Sky has like a thousand more toppings!" 
Freshman Christy Sargent says, "Strawberry yogurt 
is the best!" 
Prices range from S1.20 for a small cup of yogurt 
without toppings to $3.25 for the SkyClone, 14 oz. 
of yogurt with 4 toppings blended in, and whipped 
cream, and a Wilbur Bud — the original Hershey's 
Kiss — on top. 
Sky Yogurt is open from 11 a.m. until 10 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday, 11 a.m. until 11 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday, and 12 a.m. until 10 p.m. 
Sunday. 
Runners Up — TCBY and PC Dukes 
McDonald's, Wendy's 
and Burger King 
— best place to get a burger 
• The 'big three' were neck-and-neck, with 
McDonald's pulling in 61 votes, Wendy's 
46 and Burger King 37 of the total 250 cast. 
Second only to the rush at D-hall on Shepherd's 
Pie night U the "Big Mac Attack." Students voted 
McDonald's the number one place to buy a 
hamburger, though surprisingly the Big Mac was 
the most expensive burger in the survey. The "two 
all-beef patties specialsaucelettucecheese" special 
can be purchased for $1.79 to satisfy that craving. 
Wendy's "Big Classic" burger took second place, 
with a lower price of $1.59. Perhaps Wendy's 
location across 1-81 causes it not to receive as 
much student patronage as other fast food 
restaurants in town, but obviously there are many 
that prefer the square patty and personal choice of 
toppings. 
The charcoal-broiled Burger King Whopper placed 
third at the price of $1.65. 
Fourth-place honors went to Harrisonburg's own 
Jess's Quick Lunch, a down-home diner on Main 
Street. Jess's pure-beef burger can be bought 365 
days a year for only $1.50.     . 
Unusual Replies — Woolworth's 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
Shoney's was the favorite place for breakfast. 
Shoney's 
— best place to go for breakfast 
• 141 of 254 voted for the breakfast bar. 
When Sunday brunch gets too monotonous, 
students love to head out to Shoney's. With its 
extensive all-you-can-eat breakfast bar, you can fill up 
for only $3.99. 
This is a popular place to take your parents, too, 
since Shoney's also has its own hotel .connected to 
the restaurant. 
Runners Up — Waffle House and Hardee's 
Valley Mall 
V- best place to buy recorded music 
• Record Corner and Musicland in the mall 
attracted 80 of the 227 voters. 
When it comes to tunes, Valley Mall is the place of 
choice for JMU students. The mall has two music 
stores — Record Corner and Musicland. Both stores 
are open from 10 a.m. until 9 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday and 12:30 p.m. through 5:30 p.m. on 
Sunday. The two stores carry all types of music and 
music paraphernalia such as t-shirts and buttons, but 
Musicland carries audio equipment. Prices are 
comparable in both stores. Compact discs run 
between $6 and $17, tapes between $4 and $15 and 
albums cost between $5 and $15. 
Runners Up — Town and Campus Records and 
Record World 
Unusual Replies — Campus bookstore 
Jiffy Lube 
— best place to have 
your car serviced 
• 27 of 105 voters chose 
Jiffy Lube for their car 
care needs. 
Among students fortunate 
enough to have their own 
transportation, Jiffy Lube is the 
popular place to nun when they 
are unfortunate enough to need 
repairs. Located at 1870 E 
Market Street, Jiffy Lube has 
convenient hours of operation. 
Monday-Friday Jiffy Lube is 
open 8 a.m. until 6 p.m., 
except on Thursdays, when they 
remain open until 8 p.m. 
Saturday hours are from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
Runners   Up — Chevron 
and Exxon 
r 
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University Hairstylist 
— best place to get a haircut 
• Convenient location and low prices 
made it the choice of 35 of the 173 voters. 
University  Hairstylists,  located behind 
Kinko's at the Main St. entrance of JMU, was 
voted the best hair salon by JMU students. The 
salon employs three hair stylists and is open 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday.  University  Hairstylists accepts 
walk-ins, but appointments are recommended. 
A wet cut runs $8.75, but a shampoo arid 
blowdry will add an additional $7.75. Coloring 
treatments are priced between $15 and $20, 
while perms cost $35 and up. Finally, if you 
want a new "do for a special evening, expect to 
pay $8.75. 
Runners Up — Hair Loft and Expressions 
Unusual Replies — friend or roommate 
i. , 
Valley Mall 
— best place to buy boyfriend's or 
girlfriend's birthday present 
• 105 of the 207 total voters opted for 
the variety of stores found in the mall. 
Does your girlfriend or boyfriend have a 
birthday coming up? According to the survey, the 
best place to buy a gift is — you got it — 
Valley Mall. Located on East Market Street, 
Valley Mall has three anchor stores: Leggett, JC 
Penney and Watson's. Other popular stores 
include Lock, Stock, and Barrel and Musicland. 
The mall is open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday and 12:30 to 5:30 
p.m. on Sundays. 
Runner Up — Bookstore 
Unusual Replies — The Salvation Army, 
the ABC store and Harrisonburg Honda 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
One student gets a trim from Tammy Painter, a halr- 
styiist at University Hairstylist, located behind 
Kinkos on Main St. 
/ 
Players 
— best place to dance. 
• The favorite, with 70 
out of 227 votes. 
Players is a high-energy dance club 
which also serves food and alcohol. 
Lunch is served from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. daily. It offers a variety of 
sandwiches, salads, pitas, soups and 
subs. 
At night, the place starts rockin' 
with dance music and Top 40 hits. 
Players advertises as having the 
biggest dance floor around. 
The floor is surrounded by a bar 
which serves beer and wine coolers, as 
well as non-alcoholic beverages. 
There is usually a $1 cover charge, 
and you must be 21 years old to get in. 
Thursdays are ladies' nights, with 
females admitted free of charge. There 
is no dress code, but the management 
doesn't advise wearing a tank top or 
sloppy clothes. 
Players is located at 121 S. Main 
St.  and  is  open  Wednesday  and 
Thursday 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., Friday 6 
p.m. to 2 a.m. and Saturday 9 p.m. to 
2 a.m. 
Runners Up — JM's and Mystic 
Den 
Unusual Replies — "the 




Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
Campus Movies, 
— best place to take a date for under $10 
• Grafton-Stovall's price appealed to 55 out of 234 voters. 
For the typical JMU students trying to live on their summer earnings, 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre is the best place to go to catch a flick. This is 
probably due to the fact that it's CHEAP. With a JMU ID, tickets are only 
$1.50, and popcorn and sodas cost a mere 25 cents each. 
It's a great place for a subde first dale. You can just say, -Beaches' is 
playing over at Grafton-Stovall tonight, want to meet me there after dinner?" 
Although the sound system sometimes causes problems, the movies are 
usually only about two months behind — just enough time to forget the 
details if you've already seen it Also, Sunday nights are free, with showings 
of off-beat (often foreign) films. 
Runners Up — off-campus movie and the Steak House 
Unusual Replies — bed and miniature golf 
All over campus 
— best place to scope 
• It didn't seem to matter 
where in particular to most 
of the 288 voters. 
When it comes to scoping, the 
campus is a "land of opportunity," as 
one student termed it. 
Students didn't have any one specific 
place to scam on members of the 
opposite sex. Responses included the 
ever-popular hill by the campus center, 
D-hall and the quad. Greek Row, the 
library and parties also were 
oft-mentioned places where people tried 
to pick up. 
"Anywhere I go there are girls," said 
sophomore Rob Sutton. "And there are 
different girls at different spots. Some 
go to the Row; I see others at work 
and in class." i 
One female student, a junior, 
believes JMU is beautiful not because 
of the landscaping but by virtue of the 
the male population. "All of the guys 
here are so incredible," she said. "And 
they're everywhere! I once missed a 
whole class worth of lecture notes 
because I was busy staring at my scope 
instead of paying attention to the 
professor." 
Runner Up — "where isn't a good 
place to scope?" 
Unusual   Replies — Skaietown 
USA 
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44 FREE DELIVERY ft 
CAN CO 
Their Pizza Delivered 




2 pizzas with 10 toppinss 
•1988 L.C.E., Inc 
WAYNESBORO       CHARLOTTESVILLE       STAUNTON 
Next to Kroger Pantops Shopping Center Statler Square Mall 
9.40-000 
HARRISONBURG 
Waterman Square Sportswood Valley Square 
942-3733  296-3733 885-7800 434-5300 433-3733 
^■^■■■■VALUAKE COUPON  B ■■ BBV BBj    M M ■■ B VALUABLE COUPON .M M BM   BBJBj 
rPARTYPACK! \\ "^Zg*™ ir 
i COUPON  ■■■ 
SAVE UP TO $13.70 






4 large pizzas with cheese and two toppinss* 
VaHd only with coupon at participating UMe Caesars. 
Not valtd wrth any other offer. On* coupon per customer. 
Cany out only. 
'Excludes extra cheese 
Expires: 12/2/89 
N10 
89 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
II 
| Two Smalls 
J J Two Mediums 
Ij Two Large 
I     Topolnji Inducte pepptronLm 
■   onp/nWi coupon at parBopadnj 
11 (syjyu 
_.,_, . r.. ^ 
cc«con prr cuilomar C*T» out or* 
VALUABLE COUPON 
I VALUABLE COUPON 
»i> •1989 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc 
VALUABLE COUPON ■ 
$ 71* 
M2f* 
(■an, oraora and ham. v«w 
r_".   II 8 II 
"FAMILY CHOICE" 
One for you...One for the kids! 
ONE HZZA. with 10 toppinss 
ONE PtZZA...vvtth up to 2 toppinss 
No luMxuoons or OBeoor. on the "K> toppm*" pUra. tma onry Mm coupon at 
paroclp«n3 Utoc Canary Nol Mid ««i any otner oRer On. couoon on 
ciajk.iflMi.Cany out ony 
Expires: 12/2/89 
BL9 
■i ■■ ■■ MM  MM WM _■ ■■ 
TWO SMALL PIZZAS 






I ■ -aH-a^H PIU,T„ 
Additional toppinss available at additional cost. 
valid onr, with coupon at partxripotins Little Caesars 
Not valid with any other offer. One coupon 
per customer. Carry out onry. 
Expires: 12/2/89 
ra-aa. ■■ BBl VALUABLE COUPON ■■ Hi ■■ H 
COMPARE AND SAVE $11.82 
■TWO MEDIUM PlaZaZAS I 
with cheese and 2 toppinss* 
!  $A88  : 
L • 1999 UtOe Caesar Enterprises, «c 
■ ■i ■■ VALUABLE COUPON ■ 











•1989 IBM Caesar Enterprtm, Inc. 
Addrttonai toppinss available at additional cost. 




other oner One coupon per customer. Cany out onry. 
'Excludes extra cheese. 
Expires: 12/2*9 
3SS 
I VALUABLE COUPON -—J L— •1989 Little Caesar Enterprises, he. VALUABLE COUPON 
V ■*■ *■ ■■■ ABU - i FJJI ■■ ■■ 
I TWO LARGE PIZZAS 1 
with cheese and 2 toppinss* 
i $10^ S 
Additional toppinss available at additional cost 
I1   vow only with coupon at participating Little Caesars Not vafcd with any    ' 
other oner. One coupon per customer. Carry out ony 
'Exdudes extra cheese 
Expire* 12/2/89 
. •«. 1989 Uttte Caesar Enterprises, he 
VALUABLE COUPON —J 
J 'WM$ss6m£Btom> 
•MM Uttte Caesar Erajcrprtat, he. 
.'   ,' »u-^. ....   . ..   . t .     ■. U'H'JI'   i,i ,,■•« > 
o 
c 





Cakes   made   fresh   by] 
special       order       only I 
n Decorated )usl lor you tori 
*"U    and    any    occasion:! 
weddings. birthdays.) 
showers and anniver-< 
saries: piu* designer) 
.cakes 




rWl driver to a central location at JMU | 
MOM'S CAKE CUPBOARD' 
Dorothy Herndon (Mom) 
Grottoes. VA 24441 
(703)2«»-4339 
HAVE YOU MADE RESERVATIONS 
HOMECOMING 
Fresh Seafood • Steaks • Ribs • Cocktails 
• Complete Dinners from $5.95 
MOSBY'S MILL 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
CRAB LEGS & SPICED 
STEAMED SHRIMP 
 CARRY OUT AVAILABLE  
20 West Mosby Road Behind McDonalds 
Next to Dukes Plaza Shopping Center /yno\ 134-6243 
cTWichael ^ 
The Staff of Hair Fashions Has 
Just Returned From A Hair Seminar in Washington. 
We offer the latest in hair styling, cuts, color & perms. We specialize 
in long hair graphics & an emphasis on design perm wraps. We 
wouldlike to offer you this savings upon your visit to our shop. 
$5.00  Off    Wi.hThl.Ad 
Stylists April or Gregory 
Not good with any other offer. Expires Nov. 11 
V/flll   4%}«J" IJ /O     Downtown Hirrtsoabur| 
—ajJBWWIUP niiiiitirmurt i-i)wni-i'i-TTirl'T* 
to b. 'HdJiy bfc for i* in Men Krogw Sam. MM •• 
mtttUtK noMd m lh* .d. It w» do run out ol •« KtvtnMd 
ii.m w» «■ ohV you yout choic. ot • compw.bt. ittm. whan 
■viiiiM. r^Wctfnp rh. —m» —vtngt 01 • nwwhort which wW 
•nmto you 10 purchaw itw KlvwIiMd turn at itw »d»»ni—d pnc* 
within 30 d»yi. Only on* vtndor coupon w« be Kcepnd par 
_   rt«m purchiMd. 
Ill 1    COPYRIGHT  19*3     THE KROGER CO. ITEMS AND PRICES 
 '    GOOD SUNDAY". OCT. », THROUGH SATURDAY, NOV  4. 
1989   IN    HARRISONBURG   WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT QUANTITIES  NONE SOLD TO DEALERS 
With Low Prices. And More. jfjF 
!f^ ^TOjMML/       California 
^ Wit      Head Lettuce 
REGULAR, THICK OR GARLIC _%-%■* 
Serve'N'Save QQC 
Bologna .„. Pkg  ww 
IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE ^4    AA 
Fresh Baked 24Ct>]  ** 
Variety Cookies 20-0V   X 
Kraft American $| 89 
Cheese Singles 12-01.   X 
FrrtoLay $1 6? 
Tostitos    10-oz.   A 
Suave Shampoo *|H 
or Conditioner ie-oz. w w 
NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE 4% 4>A A 
Diet Dr. Pepper XH 
or Dr. Pepper 2-1*. W w 
v 
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73 lames 'Mc'Xone Antique Jewelry 
75 Court Square, Harrisonburg, VA 
Located on Court Square in Harrisonburg, 
James MdHone deals in fine jewelry for jne 
unique individual. We: 
• sell unique GOLD and SILVER pieces. 
• make custom designs and do immediate 
repairs. 
With the arrival of taB and the upcoming Holiday season, 
Janus Mdtfone Antique Jewelry stands ready to answer 
questions and help you in your special purchases. 
433*1833 mon. - tat. 10am*9 Mi 10om»7pm / ctoted i 
KAMP1US 1ALILOONS 
(Balloons for all occasions) 
FREE      ' ( 
ON CAMPUS DELIVERY 
Weekly Special: 
Balloon Bouquet w/ bow 
& enclosure card. $6.95 




On campus convenience 
for snacks and beverages 
open: 7am - midnight, mon - fri 









Showalter Amusement Company 
78 Waterman Drive 








1990S ARE HERE 
Lumma APV 
lumina 2-dr Euro Coupe (with Aluminum Wheels and SpoileO 
$1,000 Rebate On 1989 & 1990 8-10 Pickups 
$1,250 Rebate On 1989 & 1990 S-10 Blazers 
Come By And Test Drive The New '90's 
237 East Market Street, Harrisonburg, Va. 
434-6731   VA. Dealer Lie. No. 66 
nr *F» 
Va 








GRAND PRIZE: An appearance in a Revlon ad... 
PLUS $25,000 
• 51 semi-finalists—one from every state* 
• Finalist to be judged during a gala event in New York City 
All eligible entrants automatically win a gift certificate toward any Revlon Nail Enamel 
Entries must be received no later than 12/15/89 Contest open to all women 18 years ot age or older who are 
residents ot the 50 United States ot me District ot Columbia See official rules in store Void where protiiWted.    , 
With the purchase of any Revlon Product 
your name will be entered in a drawing for: 
§1>© worth of FREE Revlon makeup 
from HUGHES PHARMACY 
contest ends: 12/15/89 
HUGHES PHARMACY 
1021 S. Main St. 
434-8650 
. . . DECEMBER GRADS !!! .. . 
DID YOUR COMPANY SEND YOU INTO 
THE LAND OF THE LOST?! 
ALLOW US TO FILL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS. 
AS ASSOCIATES OF CENTURY 21 UNITED REALTORS 
RON CHING AND CHIP SHER 
'89 ALUMNI 
CAN HELP YOU RELOCATE INTO THE 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA ARENA. 
ALLOW PROFESSIONALS WHO DO UNDERSTAND 
THE AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
HELP YOU MAKE THAT CHOICE!!!... 
1-800-451-2121 
WE'RE LOCATED IN FAIRFAX. 
Put Number 1 to work for you.'" 
)HM,":,kr. buKi^'^ N»~     sl>    4»*C"-1'»0MW»« Jl"l,'< .1 fcr.. L". "• ' I"'    ,. 
t»cM omci nravmcMTU ovum vmomunn 
J. 
\ 
Your Government Is Plotting to Take Away 
Women's Right to Abortion... Again. 
  Only You Can StopThem! 
x 
from the While House fo the Supreme Court, the threat 
to abortion rights has never been greater. 
Once again, tne U.S. Supreme Court is 
hearing cases that endanger abortion rights - 
even more than the Webster decision did. 
Now George Bush and Attorney Genera/ 
Dick Thornburgh are pushing the 
Supreme Court, led by Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist. to 
mcnmjhie v. Wade 
altogether- with Jesse Helms 
cheering them on. 
If that happens, safe 
and legal abortions will 
be a thing of the past— 
and abortion will be 
government's decision. 
not a woman's. 
Think they aren't 
serious? Think again. 
FlN   lIlllMTTUlKHl   IK 
transportation In 
Vv.ishintf'Hi. -.ill 
Just days ago. Bush killed legislation restoring Medicaid 
funding of abortions for poor women who became 
pregnant through rape or incest. 
11 President Bush has 
his way, we'll wind 
up back where 
we were before 




in a few states, a 
crime in every other. 
Don't count on the 
politicians, the courts. 
or anyone to stand up 
for your rights. 
Stand up for yourself: 
703/568-5358 
Jenny Rigger 
/tfofiUhze- firfo6mettif £tve# 
<4c 
\m a. M, ■■ M* Ml u «MMI MM raM> 
ajjMqiai in ■HIHW v>* 
nraHtaac                           1- s-~ 
UK« 
('■                                Ska*                        Ilf 
1 \.r. »o#r> PfcOM 
In. 1 —» — M» anr ■.. — 1. —>—J tm 
SIM        S«o        U5        US    IMK,, . 
1. ilm* i«« w«kn|MtfMt» ,miMM.pMi 
Mai la: NOW MM lath   Sum. N.H.. salit 7M. 
HaaMattaa, DC 2MJ*-*7«S 
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Siou-mlH-r 12. IW». I2:IMI \           Ail\u» 
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Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
Completing the cycle 
Fifth-year players, 
coaches aim for 
playoffs as Purzycki's 
first five years 
in JMU's football 
program concludes 
By John R. Craig 
Staff Writer  
At the midpoint of the season, it 
looked1 like tomorrow's game against 
Division I-AA powerhouse Georgia 
Southern would be just another 
Homecoming, but with the 
resurgence in an offensive 
scheme JMU will be playing 
for more than alumni, fans 
and pride. The Dukes now 
are eyeing a possible spot in 
the Division I-AA playoffs. 
With this regrouping comes an even greater 
reliance on leadership and weaponry from the 13 
seniors on the team, 11 of whom are fifth-year 
players. 
Not coincidentally, head coach Joe Purzycki and 
much of his staff are in their fifth year at JMU. 
This, for all intents and purposes, is their first 
complete unit. 
"This is our first true class because we got hired 
very late my first year here and we red-shirted just 
about the entire class," Purzycki said. 
Red-shirting refers to the NCAA regulation that a 
player has five years to play four. A player may sit 
out for medical reasons or the coach may decide to 
let the player get some more experience and take his 
first year to learn. Not many true freshman can step 
in and play Division I football right away, according 
to the Purzycki. 
"Playing a mature, older guy who's been at your 
system for a while — it really makes you a better 
football team," Purzycki said. "I think most coaches 
would agree that that's an advantage. 
"I think it's kind of the way that so many 
programs are going. It's difficult [to win] unless you 
have some way of redshirting people." 
Purzycki had the philosophy of red-shirting 
freshmen so that they could learn the Winged-T 
offense. Now with the Multi-T offense 
implemented, there is more of an argument to 
red-shin. Most of this year's senior class has run the 
complete cycle. 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
Matt Ullana [top left], Sonny Smith [above] and Steve Bates [left] are 
three of the 11 fifth-year seniors on this year's football team. Head 
coach Joe Purzycki and five of his assistants are also in their fifth year 
Staff photo by BRAD DAVISON 
"I have a lot of 
feelings about [this 
year's senior class]," 
Purzycki said. "I think 
we've recruited well 
and kept the attrition 
rate low and so we've 
got a good group of 
people back with us. I think we've got a lot of 
leadership and a lot of guys who've gone through 
both the good times and the bad times." 
The good times include JMU's first-ever 
appearance in the Division I-AA playoffs in 1987. 
The Dukes accomplished the feat with the aid of 19 
seniors, four of whom were red-shirted mostly for 
medical reasons. The large core of fourth and 
fifth-year seniors present on both this year's squad 
and the '87 playoff team, is the main reason why 
many observers draw flattering comparisons. 
Ironically, when the Dukes suffered back-to-back 
road game defeats, it was a red-shirt freshman, Eriq 
Williams, who put the fire back in the Dukes' 
offense. But all agree that experience has been the 
stable element. 
Fullback Greg Medley and team captain Darryl 
Thompson, a linebacker, are the only two true 
seniors on the team, but they realize the seniors are 
all in the same boat 
"We call each other old all the time," Medley said 
during preseason. "We joke around and say we're old, 
90-years-old, rheumatism's setting in, things like 
that. It's true because we've been around four or five 
years and we play [together] a lot. It shows on the 
field. These guys are older, more mature. They don't 
make the mental mistakes anymore. They're just real 
solid up front." 
Thompson has had to fill the shoes of previous 
leading linebackers — Dan Kobosko, Shawn 
Woodson and Marty Fitzgerald. Thompson has been 
a starter since midway through the 1987 season. 
"It's remarkable to me that in a class of . . . 
fifth-year seniors, a fourth-year senior could get 
elected," Purzycki said. "That says a lot about what 
kind of a leader this guy is." 
"The great thing about it is Darryl isn't our only 
leader," defensive coordinator Jim Pletcher said. 
"With all those fifth-year seniors there, they're each 
within their own positions taking leadership roles 
and it makes for a great nucleus, and it gives those 
young kids an idea what the work ethic here is like." 
Even the coaches are completing the cycle this 
season. Pletcher, Herky Billings, Bill Bachman and 
Hank Hughes are all in their fifth season at JMU. 
The offensive line has been called the strength of 
the team by Purzycki and after struggling early this 
season, turned in one of the best games of their 
combined careers against Navy last week, according 
to the coaching staff. 
The line is led by fifth-year seniors Richie Bresee, 
a tackle, centers Rob Howard and Tom Halikman, 
and tight end Walt Fryc. 
Bresee called 1988 the low point in his career at 
JMU. He said he wants to show his coaches that he 
"didn't mean to let them down." 
"I want to pay back to the program what it's done 
for me." Bresee said. "Playing football here at JMU, 
even though the first couple seasons we're bad, I feel 
that I've learned a lot I've met a lot of good friends, 
and I've built a lot of character. 
"I know coach is trying to establish something 
here. Some sort of pride that this football team can 
- 
See CYCLE page 23>- 




of Htfriionburg v_y 703 434-7355 
ROUTE 11 SOUTH 
PRIME RIB $8.95* 
A seven ounce queen cut of 
HOURS tender prime rib served au jus. 
7:00 -10:00 P.M. GRECIAN CHICKEN $8.95* 
•Specials are served with Tw0 plump boneless breasts of 
soup & salad bar, vegetable, chicken marinated with lemon 
rolls & beverage. juice and spices then charbroiled. J 
<^iiuE,x J-L 
Jewelry And Folk Art Of The World ** 
6> 
Silver Jewelry 
from 'Elegant to funky 
%. 
Unusual International gifts 
'Boxes, Baskets, Carving, 9fotivities 
'WorthlfulripTo 
Historic 'Dovmto-wn Staunton 
16 W. BEVERLY ST.. STAUNTON (703) 886-7808 
A    The ONLY 
Place To Be 
Homecoming 
Weekend! 
SGG&L Saturday Night's Main Event 
433-8537 
Friday ■ And You Know What Happens... 
Sat. Afternoon - Dedicated to the Alumni! 
Sat. Night - SGG&L Show Starts at 10 
Sunday Night - Acoustic Sunday w/Kennie Miller 
You know just by looking what's fun, and what's not. 
So take a look at the new Honda Elite 50 E. It's easy to 
ride, with push-button starting and no shifting. It's sleek 
and stylish, without sacrificing performance. There's 
even a locking underscat storage comjAluient to stow 
your gear. And yet, it's surprisingly affokdjple. Take to 
the road with the Elite 50 E And then get away and play. 
HONDA 
Come ride with us. 
SfunfiHONDA 
33 E. and I 81 
Harrikonburg 
ALWAYS WEAK A HEIMET. EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. RoJyomr 
rr W/JMU ID $3 OFF ANY SERVICE 
OIL CHANGE - TUNE-UP 
WHILE YOU WAIT-NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED 





•SpeeDee Transmission Service 
'une-Up 'SpeeDee Differential Service 
Engine Analysis •SpeeDee Radiator Flush and Fill 
Spe»Dee Fuel Irtj. Cleaning •SpeeDee Air Conditioning Service 
207     agjj Market St. — Skyline Village Shopping Center 
(7'        *"LUBE      Mon.-Sat.8AM-6PM        ^03)434-5823 
j^ich Location Independently Owned & Operated   - 
JIFFY '66 




Jiffy 66 is still in existence 
and is still your favorite 
stop for party supplies and 
beverages. Enjoy the 
football game, and, as 
always, we appreciate your 
patronage. 
1 
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Cycle 
> (Continued from page 21) 
build on year in and year out. I'm trying to help 
coach Purzycki reach that" 
Howard, who was suspended from the team last 
year, says it's fun to strap on the helmet once more. 
"Like all seniors all across the country, they want 
to have a good season their last final year," Howard 
said. "We have a pretty good team, and we're just 
going for it and having fun." 
The defense boasts fifth-year linebackers Steve 
Bates and Sonny Smith, comerbacks Mark Kiefer, 
Frank Jacobs and Carl Hall, nose tackle Paul 
Fornadel, a graduate student, and defensive tackle 
MattUliana. 
"I think we've got the best level of leadership 
we've had in a long time because of all those 
people," Purzycki said. "They've invested a whole 
lot of their lives in this program, and I think they'd 
like to see their final year one that's very 
successful." 
Players do think some about the fifth-year factor. 
Bates said. 
"A couple of us were talking about it during 
preseason," Bates said. We've been here a long time 
— just as long as coach Purzycki. A lot of us are 
ready to graduate and looking forward to this last 
year." 
Bates has been touted as a passible selection for 
All-America status at the Division I-AA level. 
Scouts from the New England Patriots, Dallas 
Cowboys, Cincinnati Bengals and New York 
Giants, among others, have watched him this 
season. 
For the season Bates has 45 tackles, 16 unassisted. 
He has 4 1/2 quarterback sacks, caused and recovered 
one fumble, blocked a kick, and broken up four pass 
plays. 
Smith said the difference last season was no one 
really emerged as the leader and it hurt the effort 
"We're tight," Smith said. "We all get along. 
" They've invested a 
whole lot of their lives in 
this program, and I think 
they'd like to see their 
final year one that's 
very successful." 
— Joe Purzycki 
We've been through hell and back . .. Once those 
bonds are made it's hard to break. We all have the 
same mentality of going out there and kicking butt 
"My freshman year there was a pretty good 
number of seniors, and I think the leadership is a 
little greater than it used to be. Last year that hurt 
that we didn't have that many seniors and everybody 
was looking around at each other wondering who's 
going to make the play. Out here now everybody's 
like I'm going to make the play.'" 
Smith has provided the second half of the one-two 
punch from the outside linebackers. He has 40 
tackles on the year, four sacks and two fumble 
recoveries. 
The defensive front of Fornadel with 54 tackles 
and one sack, and Uliana with 34 tackles and five 
sacks, has helped contribute to the stingy Dukes' 
defense. It has allowed just over 77 yards rushing per 
game. 
In the secondary, Kiefer, a transfer from Navy, and 
Jacobs have been the starters and combined for 73 
tackles. 
All the seniors agree that Purzycki has been 
instilling in them the desire to push themselves to 
the limit Last season when Purzycki spoke with 
officials from Temple about the coaching position 
there, some of the fifth-year players say they felt 
betrayed. 
"When he brought me in here as a freshman, he 
said, I'm going to be here and see you to a national 
championship,'" Bresee said. "I know back in '85 
when I came here that it was a new system and it 
took all year to learn it And all I could think about 
was a new system (with a new coach for] this last 
year when we had all these seniors back, and all this 
talent, and we'd do nothing." 
Howard agreed. 
"I did feel kind of uneasy about that situation and 
I'm happy ne's here because he did promise me when 
I first came here that he was going to stick with us . 
. . and establish a winning football team. And that's 
why I came here," Howard said. 
Come join our gang at.... 
RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN 
Deli • Gourmet Foods • Imported Cheeses 
All Legal Beverages 
Catering Service - 434-7647      Take Out Orders 
60 WEST WATER ST. • HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
FACTORY 
Premium Soft Serve 
Yogurt without the 
Premium Price 
98 Kenmore Street 








Dec. 14, 1989 
Y&/   




with coupon One Coupon 
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*2?W HWHCS for Uss 
JUST FOR STUDENTS 
4 drawer chests 
$CQQ0 
$ 
foam mattress sets 
each piece   twin 
full 
S^QQi 
OJ each piece 





innerspring mattress sets 
starting at 
$109flfi twin set 
*129" full set 
189°" queen set 
290 Chesapeake Dr., Harrisonburg 
(Across from Valley Heritage) 
Wf also have a large 
selection of quality 
furniture and bedding at 
truly discounted prices 
every day. Our low 
overhead saves you 
more! 










• Poos nol apply » pnwom pucchasst. $300 minimum purcftw. Subpa to cr»6i\ approval. 
-~: 
If    gradua 
BSN 
STUDENTS. 
Enter the Air Force immediately after 
i tion — without waiting for the results of your 
State Boards. You can earn great benefits as an Air Force 
nurse officer. And if selected during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical 
facility. To apply, you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Get a head 
start in the Air Force. Call 






PROVAC CHIMNEY SWEEPS 
Call434-35J9 
Proudly Serving The Valley Since 1977 
• High Power Vacuum Eliminate* Dust & Mass 
• Written Safety Inspection Completed On Each Job 
• Reasonable Rate* & Clean Dependable Service 
• 100% Stainless Steel Flue Caps Installed 
• Chimney Reilning & Repairs 
FULLY LICENSED a INS UEKD 
"A Safer Home Through 
Safer Methods" 






IMPORT CAR REPAIR 
& COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE 
MAJOR A MINOR REPAIR -OVERHAUL 
•FUEL INJECTION -ELECTRICAL »AIR CONDITIONING 
•BRAKES 'TRANSMISSION 
Now Specializing In Custom Exhaust Systems       -^r< 










1059 S. High Street 
433-0077 
The Fine Folks at Luigi's 
Bring You... 
A TANTALIZING SUNDAY 
BRUNCH BUFFET 
Tasty Favorites Include: 
Breakfast Pizza Sausage Biscuits 
Home Fries and Muffins 
Grits Fruit 
Breakfast Pasta^* Coffee & Tea 
0 
*       - 
HOURS   11AM   -2PM 
0 
% 
$ Q&^W-^P t<g£ 
■   J 
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Georgia  Southern  Eagles 
Location: Statesboro, Ga. 
Enrollment:   11,000 
Conference: Independent 
1988 Record:  12-3 
1989 Record: 8-0 
Head Coach: Erk Russell 
Russell's    Record:    76-22-1, 
eight seasons 
Last Week: Beat Samford, 
52-7 
Series   Meeting: 
GSC leads 3-1 
Offense: Flexbone 
Defense:  Eagle-7 
Respect. That's what the JMU football team is 
looking for this weekend. 
Aretha Franklin's hit song was the requested by 
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki on his weekly radio 
show on S50 WSVA-AM Wednesday night. 
Purzycki asked for the tune not only because his 
team was left out of this week's Division I-AA poll, 
but also to send a message to some of the doubters 
of this season's team. 
The Dukes will have an excellent opportunity to 
earn that respect tomorrow at JMU Stadium when 
they play second-ranked Georgia Southern. With 
JMUs upset victory last Saturday over Navy, the 
Dukes have renewed hope for making the Division 
I-AA playoffs. This week's game will have a huge 
impact on JMUs fate. 
Georgia Southern is undefeated this season and has 
beaten the Dukes three straight times. The only 
game JMU won against the Eagles, was in the series 
opener in Harrisonburg, 21-6. After hosting two 
games in Statesboro, the Eagles returned for the 
Dukes' Homecoming last year and spoiled it, 27-13. 
In their win last week, the Eagles rushed for 399 
yards while holding Samford to 133 total yards of 
offense, 5 of which were rushing. The only 
touchdown Samford scored came on a 99-yard 
kickoff return. 
In the backficld, fullback Joe Ross has been a 
standout. Ross averages just over 6 yards a carry and 
ran for 129 yards on 16 carries last week. He has 
848 yards this season. 
No team has scored against Georgia Southern in 
the third quarter, while the Eagles have used the 
period to rack up 76 points. Starling quarterback 
Raymond Gross has just two interceptions this 
season. Both Gross and backup Albert Hundey have 
seen action in all but one game this season. 
Defensively, JMU will have to watch linebacker 
Mike West and linemen Troy Donahue, Tim Brown 
and Curtis Gordon. West had six unassisted tackles 
and two sacks last week. The three linemen each had 
a sack. 
The Eagles have intercepted at least one pass in 
each game this season. They've won 16 of .their past 
18 games and have been ranked in the NCAA I-AA 
top 20 since October 1985. 
Coach Erk Russell revived the football program at 
Georgia Southern in 1981, and since moving to the 
I-AA level, is the nation's winningest coach with a 
63-14 record. 
The Dukes' defense has allowed just 77.6 yards a 
game on the ground, third among Division I-AA 
schools. 
Offensively, JMU quarterback Eriq Williams is 
3-0 since taking over the starting job from Roger 
Waters. Flanker/halfback Leon Taylor once again 
will see limited action as he tries to return from a 
knee injury. Fullback Greg Medley will start for the 
Dukes tomorrow as he returns from an ankle injury. 
Fullback Willie Lanier, who had a career high 114 
yards against Navy, reinjured his left ankle in 
practice Wednesday. His status is questionable. 
The Dukes have won four straight in the Dog Pen 






PLACE     \ 
Over 20 Yrs Experience 
Ski & Sport 
Sales - Service - Rental 
Complete Ski Packages 
As Low as $349.00 
(Skis, Boots, Bindings & Poles) 
Skiwear by: 
CB,Serac,Sun Ice, 
White Stag, Inside 
Edge, Edelweiss, 
Nils, Hot Chilly's  ? 
EVERYTHING A SKIER NEEDS 
(We honor The Collegiate Gold Card) 
VALLEY MALL 433-8857 Port Republic Road (703) 432-1001 
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1990 CALENDARS 
CHRISTMAS CARDS 
POSTERS • NOTECARDS • POSTCARDS 
BUTTONS • CRYSTALS • CLIFF NOTES 
NEW & USED PAPERBACKS 
(Dozuntoum Qooks 
49-<B -W. Water St.   433-1155 





CORSAGES  4 
B0UT0NNIERES, 
FRESH  FLOWERS, 
BALLOONS   <£ 
HOUSEPLANTS 
VAU-ey M^LI- GAZEBO 
'%^s^^^i#*t II 
VALLEY NUTRITION CENTER 
r 433-2359 
"Serving the Valley 
With Your Health in Mind." 
NATURAL VITAMINS, 
HEALTH FOODS, HAIR & SKIN 
CARE PRODUCTS, BOOKS, BULK 
FRUIT & NUT MIXES 
LOCATION 
51 E. ELIZABETH ST. 




TOP SIRLOIN IT 
*&""  STEAK DINNER I 
_V\ Luncheon 
CPjft FRESHTASTIKS 
"   With Frea Freshtastiks Food Bar | 
and Soft-Serve Sundae Bar 
I Ot* ndudat na pome. taanbruik and al you can ul    I 
Ion ou MM FMMM Food Bat Including Ml 
I soli HM mndat bar  Noi «aM and any ofi« coupon a ■ 
discount Ccuoon oood la al mamWrs n party 0% ai 
trtdpMno BONANZA Famly RadUura* 
I Saturday and Sunday: Expires 11/06/89 | 
* 
* FOOD BAR 
And Soft Serve Dessert 
I 
I 
0*1 Muda* al you can tai torn our laMout Fraahtufts 
I  Food Bar. Noi raid »* any ote coupon or discount 
Coupon good ody al parMpatng BONANZA Famly 
MM! 
| Good Sunday 11/05/89 only. 
BONANZA 
Where The Extras Don't Cost Extra* 
829 E. Market St.. Harrlsonburg 434-1278 
Now Everyone Can Stand 
Out In A Crowd 
S S I V  E 
H    I    N    G 
MONDAY-THURSDAY & SATURDAY 
10 AM -6 PM 
FRIDAY 
10 AM-9 PM 
979-3936 
NORTH WING BARRACKS ROAD SHOPPING CENTER 
CHARLOmSVH.LE 
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Weekend 
Extra 
1 Nov. 3 &4 Only 
20 - 25% Off Ticketed Prices 
Shop Today 10am - 9pm & Saturday 9am - 9pm 
WOMEN'S FASHIONS 
Missy, petite and large sizes. (Excluding Liz Claiborne, 
Ralph Lauren and J.H. Collectibles.) 
20% OFF 
All Blouses, Skirts, Slacks & Jeans, Dresses 
25% OFF 
All Dress Coats, Suits, Sweaters, All-Weather Coats 
BOY'S FASHIONS 4-7.8-20 
20% OFF 
Knit and Woven Shirts, Slacks, Jeans 
25% OFF 
Jackets and Sweaters 
GIRLS 4-14 INFANTS & TODDLER 
FASHIONS 
20% OFF 
Dresses, Knit Tops, Slacks, Jeans 
25% OFF 
Coats, Jackets, Sweaters 
SHOES 
20% OFF 
Women's, Men's, Children's Dress & Casual Shoes (excluding 
Athletic Shoes) -  - 
JUNIOR FASHIONS 
20% OFF 
All Dresses, Woven Shirts, Knit Tops, Skirts, Slacks, Jeans. 
25% OFF 
All Dress Coats & Jackets, Sweaters 
ACCESSORIES & LINGERIE 
20% OFF 
Handbags and Small Leather Goods (excludes Gucci, Calvin Klein HOME FAfrHIQNS 
and Coach) Costume Jewelry (excludes fine jewelry) Women's 20 %   OFF 
Sleepwear (gowns, pajamas, sleepcoats, robes, half & full slips) Curtains, Drapes, Mini Blinds, Window Shades (excludes 
MEN'S & YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS custom drapes) Towels, Wash Cloths & Hand Towels 
20% OFF 25% OFF 
Table Linens, Kitchen Cottons, Blankets, Throws, Comforters, 
Lamps, Pictures, Mirrors 
%  
Dress Shirts, Ties, Slacks, Jeans, Woven Sport Shirts 
25% OFF 
Top Coats, All-Weather Coats, Jackets, Sweaters, Suits, 
Sportcoats 
Lagaatt of VaHay Mall. Phorm 4344477. Opmn Monday-Saturday 10tH9. 
Use your Leaoatt charoa, MaatarCard, VISA of Amarlcan Expmt. 
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The Breeze is now accepting applications for 
account executives for the spring semester. 
Send cover letter and resume to 
Brian Povinelli 
The Breeze 
Anthony Seeger Hall 
* ^ 






433 ■ 3776 
FOUR STAR 
PIZZA 
jjr A Winning Combination ~A 
433 - 3776 433 - 3776 433 - 3776 433 - 3776 
O^$Q00 $■ 75 75 
one coupon 
per order 
r   Two Small 
One Item Pizzas 
& Two 16 oz. 
Drinks 
EXPIRES 11/30/89 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area. 
one coupon 
per order 
Two Large      _ 
One Item Pizzas ' 
& Four 16 oz. 
Drinks 
COUPON - - L - 
EXPIRES 11/30/89 
We reserve the right to 





One Item Pizza 
& Four 16 oz. 
Drinks 
EXPIRES 11/30/89 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area. 




Large Deluxe & 
Large Pepperonl ■ 
Pizzas & Four 16 ■ 
oz. Drinks 
EXPIRES 11/30/89 
We reserve the right to | 
limit delivery area        B 
COUPON     eV    mm     mmM 
433 - 3776 
o^$Q50 
*J   Two Big 12" 
Subs   & Two 
16 oz. Drinks 
one coupon 
per order EXPIRES 11/30/89 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area. 
COUPON     >■     mm 
